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REVELATIONAL COMPLETENESS
- PART 2
Amos Olusegun Omoboriowo

This message was preached by
Brother Amos, on Tuesday, 11th
June 2019, in the midweek
service at Bible Faith
Tabernacle, Lagos, Nigeria. The
Second of a Four-Part
Message, it charts the beautiful
journey taken by God Almighty,
to ensure the salvation of His
Universal Gentile Bride, at this
End Time.
I greet everyone in the name of
our Lord Jesus Christ. It is
always good to be together, as
we gather around the Word of
God, and I trust that you have
ALL had a blessed day. I want to
greet ALL the saints Online. May
the Lord bless you, and may He
bless ALL the saints around the
globe. Shall we bow our heads
in prayer. (Brother Amos
prayed). We want to continue
our message this evening, titled,

Revelational Completeness,
which I honestly do not think we
can finish tonight. So, if we do
not finish it, which is most likely,
then we will conclude it, the Lord
willing, on Sunday, because I
want to do justice to it, the Lord
helping us.
Please turn with me to
Ephesians Chapter 4, and we
will take it from verse 11, which
provides: “And he” (Jesus
Christ) “gave some, Apostles;
and some, Prophets; and
some, Evangelists; and
some, Pastors and Teachers;
For the perfecting of the
saints, for the work of the
Ministry, for the edifying of
the Body of Christ.” Verse 13
is precisely where we are going,
and it says: “Till we ALL” (in the
Universal Bride of Christ),
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“come in the Unity of The
Faith, and” (Unity) “of the
knowledge of the Son of
God, unto A Perfect Man,
UNTO THE MEASURE OF
THE STATURE OF THE
FULNESS OF CHRIST.”
Saints, this passage of
Scripture is clearly
prophetic, for it speaks of
this Last Age of Harvest,
when we will obtain this
divine reality, just prior to
the Return of Christ for his
Elect Bride Church.
Therefore, we must ALL
realise that we are looking
at a prophetic Scripture,
because the Early Church
started in absolute “Unity
of The FAITH”, and hence,
they delivered to us the
“Common Faith”, the
True and Original Revealed
Faith of Jesus Christ, from
which we derailed from,
and to which we were
restored, right here at this
End Time. For Saint Paul to
be talking about coming
into “The Unity OF THE
FAITH”, when in that day,
in the First Age of
Christendom, the Church
started in absolute
Revelatory Unity, having
“UNITY of The Faith”,
which, in Titus Chapter 1,
verse 4, Apostle Paul
referred to as, “The
Common Faith”, you must
realise, therefore, that he
was speaking prophetically
about this Seventh and
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Final Church Age, this Age
of harvest! Hence,
speaking strictly and
prophetically about this
End Time, he declared:
“Till we ALL”, (in the
Universal Body of Jesus
Christ), “come in The
UNITY of The FAITH, and”
(UNITY) “of the
knowledge of the Son of
God, unto A Perfect
Man”, (unto the Spiritual
Maturity that is in Jesus
Christ, The Perfect Man),
“unto the Measure” (or to
the Extent) “of the
Stature”, (the revelatory
stature), “OF THE
FULNESS OF CHRIST.”
Brothers and sisters,
measuring up to this divine
and glorious revelatory
image stature of Christ, is
definitely going to produce
something on this earth!
Please come with me to
another prophetic passage
of Scripture that relates to
this issue. Ephesians
Chapter 5, beginning from
verse 25, records:
“Husbands, love your
wives, even as Christ
also loved the Church,
and gave himself for it”,
(Christ gave himself for the
Church); “That he” (Jesus
Christ) “might sanctify
and cleanse it”, (cleanse
the Royal Bride), “with the
washing of water BY THE
WORD”, (Meaning, with
the Unlimited Fresh and

Crystal-Clean Water of the
Word), “That he” (Jesus
Christ) “might present it
to himself” (on the coming
day of Rapture), “A
GLORIOUS CHURCH,
NOT HAVING SPOT, OR
WRINKLE, OR ANY SUCH
THING; BUT THAT IT
SHOULD BE HOLY AND
WITHOUT BLEMISH.”
May I say this, and please
hear me loud and clear:
This verse 26, which
prophetically gives us “the
washing of water BY THE
WORD”, here at this
Harvest Time, in this Last
Church Age, cannot be
applied, without God
somewhere, first opening
up the Ever-Flowing
Fountain of Revealed
TRUTH! It is utterly
impossible for verse 26 to
have application on this
globe, for the thorough
washing of the Universal
Bride of Jesus Christ,
unless the Lord first opens
up the Fountain of
Revealed Truth, the EverFresh Water of the Word,
the Artesian Well, the EverFlowing Stream of Life, the
Living Water, and it is not a
small measure of water,
one that we have to
manage, or barely make do
with! Come on! Because
this prophetic passage of
Scripture brings us directly
to this Evening Time, when
the Lord Jesus will come for
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his Bride, and it tells us
precisely what spiritual
shape she will be in, when
Christ returns for her!
Consequently, we cannot
apply this passage of the
Holy Bible to any other Age,
other than this Laodicean
Age! Do not even forget,
that we cannot apply the
thorough washing of the
Bride with the “water by
the Word”, to the Dark
Ages, and neither can we
even apply it to the
Reformation Era, being a
Period of Unclear Light,
when it was Not Light, and
yet it was Not Dark; when it
was Not Day, and yet it was
also Not Night, for it was
simply a Dismal Spiritual
Period, giving us a Mixture
of Truth with Error! (Zec.
14:6-7A). For the measure
of the Light of the Word of
God that was shed during
the Reformation Era, was
not enough to dispel the
extremely thick cloud of
darkness, created by the
creeds, dogma, pagan
traditions, and idolatrous
ceremonies, which the
Church of Rome cloaked
the whole of Christendom
with! May I remind you that
the Era of the Pentecostal
Movement which began in
1906, a Move of the Spirit of
God which opened up this
Seventh Age, was still an
extension of the
Reformation, and hence, it
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was still part of the Period
of this Unclear Light.
Therefore, the insufficient
measure of Light, mingled
with the thick Darkness of
the gross Untruths of the
Church of Rome, which is a
mixture of Truth and Error,
created the spiritual
condition or environment
that was Hazy or Dismal, A
Period of Unclear Light,
right at the beginning of this
Laodicean Age! However,
in the same Chapter 14 of
Zechariah, but now in verse
7B, the Lord promised:
“but it shall come to
pass, that at Evening
Time IT SHALL BE
LIGHT”, (THE PURE
APOSTOLIC LIGHT OF
JESUS CHRIST)!
Therefore, we must
understand, we can only
apply Ephesians Chapter
5, verses 26-27, as well as
Ephesians Chapter 4,
verse 13, to this “Evening
Time”, for we are looking at
prophetic Scriptures, that
relate squarely to, and
apply exclusively to, this
H a r v e s t T i m e !
Furthermore, may I also
remind you that the Early
Church, being the Original
Pure Seed Church, the
Standard Church, started in
Purity, just as we brought
out in our Scribe, titled, The
Great Separation. In that
message, we saw that the
Pure and Original Seed

Church God started with,
was born precisely on the
Day of Pentecost, and she
was also expressed in the
Book of Acts, in that First
Age of Christendom, called
the Ephesian Church Age,
which was The Pure Seed
Age. This being so, and we
ALL know that it is
absolutely and inarguably
so, scripturally speaking,
and with this Last Age also
being the Age of the
Harvest of Seeds,
consequently, we must
equally know that Jesus
Christ is not coming back
for a Church that is of A
Lesser Quality! This is
basically because No
farmer in his right mind, at
Harvest Time, will go to his
farm to reap a crop that is
totally different from the
Seed he sowed during the
Planting Season! When a
farmer plants, he plants
with the expectation of
reaping the same crop, not
in the measure in which he
sowed, but in a bumper
measure. In other words, it
is always with a greater
measure that a farmer
reaps, because we do not
reap in the measure in
which we sow, but only in a
multiplied fold! So, if the
Pure and Original Seed
Church of God, was the
Church born on the Day of
Pentecost, by the power of
the Almighty God, and
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expressed in the Book of
Acts, then, that is exactly
the very kind of Church that
Jesus Christ is coming
back for! If a farmer, a
mortal farmer, “being
evil”, would not go to his
farm at harvest time, to
reap a crop that is different
from what he sowed,
neither will the Chief
“Husbandman”, Almighty
God, reap a crop that is
different from the Original
Seed He sowed! Because
God sowed the Early
Church, the Original Seed
Church, prophetically
referred to as “a grain of
mustard seed”, in order to
reproduce the Latter
Church, the Original Seed
Church, right here at this
Harvest Time! (Luke 13:19;
Mark 4:26-29). That is why
ALL through time, since the
Early Church went off the
scene, and we are referring
to the Church that was
produced here in this
Ephesian Age, (Brother
Amos points to the chart),
since she was sown, and
she went under, you and I
have never seen The True
Church! And as we speak
this evening, the world is
yet to see THE TRUE
CHURCH, in the way she
was originally constituted,
and the way in which she
functioned, as expressed in
the Book of Acts! We only
see her in a mirror, the
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mirror of the Word of God,
which shows us the True
Church in her complete or
full expression on earth, in
that First Age of
Christendom! However,
my emphasis and focus
in this message, brothers
and sisters, is on
the completeness of
revelation, because it
t a k e s t h e T r u t h to
reproduce the True
Church, for THE PURE and
U N A D U LT E R AT E D
WORD OF GOD, IS THE
SEED! Why, you may well
ask? It is because true
spirituality can only be
produced by the Pure Word
of God! Let me warn you
now, and please pay close
attention. I believe in
fasting, and I believe in
praying, and if you are not
engaged in these spiritual
activities, you are playing,
and it shows that the spirit
of Laodicea has overtaken
your life, regardless of what
you think. It is clear
evidence that the spirit of
the world has a great hold
over your life, because
True Christians are given to
prayer! In praying we talk to
God, and when we study
and meditate upon His
Word, He speaks to us, for
it is a two-way relationship.
The Lord speaks to us by
His Word, and we also talk
back to Him, for we talk to
God in prayer, pouring out

our hearts to Him in sincere
supplication. Sometimes,
we do not even have the
words to express or convey
our prayer, our desire, or
burden, or situation. You
just go on your knees and
groan, for He knows
precisely what is behind
that groaning; He knows
what you are saying! It is
men that want you to
necessarily use words, and
they even ask you to be
specific in your request, as
if God is a man!
Sometimes, what you feel,
words cannot even convey
it, and hence, it is
sometimes hard to express
your inner state! Hence, at
such times, you do not
even know what to say,
because of the burden that
is upon your soul, and ALL
you can do is go on your
knees, and groan, simply
say, “Lord have mercy on
me!” I encourage you to do
just that, if that is the
avenue, if that is how you
feel, because the Lord
knows exactly what is
behind those groans!
Come on! The Lord is not a
man; He is God,
Omniscient, Omnipresent,
and Omnipotent! Look at
what Romans Chapter 8
says in verse 26:
“Likewise the Spirit” (of
God) “also helpeth our
infirmities: for we KNOW
NOT what we should pray
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for AS WE OUGHT”,
(regardless of how much
we even think we know how
to express ourselves in
prayer): “but the Spirit”
(of God) “itself maketh
intercession for us with
groanings WHICH
CANNOT BE UTTERED.”
A n d w h e n t h i s
intercessory anointing or
burden comes upon a
man, ALL he can do is
simply groan, and only
groan, bearing a great
burden for something he
does not necessarily
understand or perceive,
but give a deep outburst
which God alone is
hearing, for He is the one
inspiring that groaning, and
He knows exactly what
purpose it is to serve! Think
about that! We laid out this
spiritual reality in our
S c r i b e , t i t l e d ,
Manifestations And Gifts
Of The Spirit. I say that to
emphasise the fact that as
believers, we should be
given to fasting and
praying, particularly in evil
and perilous times like
these. The truth also
remains, however, that you
can do ALL these things, for
you can be given to fasting
and praying, outside of the
Truth, which means in
essence, that ALL your
spirituality has no value, for
it is completely worthless!
You are only a man with just
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a religious spirit, because
Serpent Seeds, such as
Cain, can also engage in
ALL these religious
practices or exercises, but
they will never submit
to the Truth, God's
Revealed Truth! In fact,
they fast and pray much
more, for their religious
zeal is something else,
because the devil does
not buffet their flesh in
this regard, but rather, he
even inspires it, however,
ALL their zeal and
dedication, is completely
devoid of the Truth of Life!
They are given to
observing night vigils
upon night vigils, and they
fast often, but they are
going nowhere with it,
because they have no
revelation of anything, and
neither do they care for
God's Truth!
Brothers and sisters, when
you talk about spirituality,
being truly spiritual, there is
only One Seed that can
produce that in a man, and
that is the Pure Seed of the
Word of God. Full stop!
That alone is what can
produce true spirituality!
For everything about
Life, Eternal Life, and true
s p i r i t u a l i t y, i s A L L
wrapped up and buried in
that spiritual Seed of the
Pure Word of God; it is
encapsulated in the Pure

and Unadulterated Word!
As such, to have the Pure
Revealed Word, is to have
Life Eternal, for the Life of
Christ is concealed in this
Original Seed of the Word
of God, FOR IT IS THE
SEED OF ORIGINAL
LIFE! Therefore, when
you reject that Pure
Seed, the Pure Seed of the
Word, you not only
reject true spirituality, but
you also reject Eternal
Life! You become a man
who only has a
religious spirit, giving God
Almighty another Cain
offering! It may be sincerely
given, and it may be your
best, but if it is not in the
Light of Truth, if it is
contrary to the Word of
God, the Lord's true
revelation, you and your
offering will be rejected
outrightly, just as God
rejected not only the
offering of Cain, but even
his person was equally
rejected! So, we must know
that true spirituality is
buried in the Word, for it is
the seed of Eternal Life, the
Seed that makes for true
spirituality, one that God
will accept, for it is of Him!
For in that Original Seed of
the Word of God, in the
Pure and Unhybridized
Word, having No creed, No
dogma, No tradition of
man, No carnal
interpretations and ideas of
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men, but in the Pure and
Incorruptible Seed of the
Word of God, “which
liveth and abideth for
ever”, is everything that
makes for true spirituality
and Life Everlasting!
Consequently, if you are
t a l k i n g a b o u t
transformation, the total
regeneration of the soul, it
is in the Word! Salvation is
in the Word! Healing is in
the Word! Deliverance is in
the Word! Divine Power is
in the Word! Victory is in the
Word! Security is in the
Word! And True Prosperity
is in the Word! For the Word
of God is the germ of
Eternal Life and True
Spirituality! That is
precisely why my emphasis
tonight is on revelation, the
divine revelation of the Holy
Scriptures! Because if your
revelation is True, and it is
Pure, it will reproduce itself;
it will reproduce the Life of
Christ in you, for the Spirit
of Life will energize it,
and bring it forth! FOR
T H E P U R E a n d
U N A D U LT E R AT E D
WORD IS THE SEED, THE
ORIGINAL SEED, A
SPIRITUAL SEED!
Church, we must ALL know
that the very attribute of
Jesus Christ is embedded
in the Word, the Pure Word,
and as such, if only we can
let the Pure Seed of the
Word take root in the womb
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of our hearts, it will express
itself, whether it is to the
character of Christ, which
gives us his divine nature,
or it is to his divine power,
because as we said earlier,
spiritual power, Life-giving
power, is in the Word!
Salvation, healing,
deliverance, miracles,
signs and wonders, are ALL
in the Word, For THE
GLORY OF GOD IS IN HIS
WORD! Saints, may I
remind you that the glory of
Israel was in the Ark of the
Covenant of the Old, just as
the glory of the Elect Bride
is in the Word of the
Covenant of the New!
Brothers and sisters, I have
said ALL that to make a
very serious point, and it is
this: We must understand
that The Ephesian
Church conveyed on our
chart, which is the Early
Church, that God produced
on the Day of Pentecost, is
The Original Church, The
Standard Church! For ALL
that was in God, was
poured into Christ, and ALL
that was in Christ, was also
poured into the Church, the
Early Church, making that
Original Universal Body of
Christ, the Full and
Complete embodiment of
the Spirit of Christ! That is
the very Standard Crop that
Jesus Christ is coming
back for, The Standard
Church that this Latter

Church, this End Time
Church, the one that the
Lord will reproduce here in
this Last Age, The
Laodicean Age, must
conform unto, and that she
will conform unto! And the
stature of Jesus Christ that
we must conform unto, IF
we are going to be in the
Bride, is first a revelatory
stature, as we cannot grow
into what we do not know,
neither can we attain a
spiritual height we do not
even know exists,
something we have No clue
about, something of which
we have no understanding!
That is precisely why
Apostle Paul declared
prophetically in verses 2627 of Ephesians Chapter 5,
of a divine move of
thorough washing, with the
Unlimited Water by the
revealed Word! And if we
are to be thoroughly
washed, in order to be
presented to Jesus Christ
our Royal Bridegroom, as
“A Glorious Church”, this
not only demands that we
have an unlimited and
unrestrained access to the
vast and ever-rich supply of
Fresh Water, the EverFresh Water of Life, but it
also demands that we
submit gladly and
unreservedly to the Truth,
appreciating the immense
and inestimable value of
Revealed Faith, FOR IT IS
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OUR LIFE! There will just
be no spiritually meaningful
motivation in your life, no
serious divine stirring in
your soul, and no spiritually
rewarding walk with Jesus,
without divine revelation,
as you will only be a
carnally driven religious
man, who is trying to please
God! And Cain did just that,
but he failed woefully, and
you will equally woefully
fail, because there is
absolutely nothing you do
outside the Word of God
that will work, or will avail
anything, spiritually
speaking! It is not for
nothing that in the Book of
Hebrews Chapter 11, verse
6 plainly declares with
absolute finality: “But
without Faith”, (which is
divine revelation), “IT IS
IMPOSSIBLE TO PLEASE
HIM”, (WHO IS GOD)!
Period! And if we cannot
please God without a true
divine revelation, just how
can we grow into the very
image of Jesus Christ, the
Son of God, who is the Full
Revelation of God to man,
without possessing the
revelation of Christ, his Full
Revelation?! Come on! It is
very obvious that the
religious world do not know
the great value, the eternal
value, of the Pure Word of
God, but as Elect Bride
saints, we know the
inestimable value of the
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Word, because it is our very
life! Look at the inspired
testimony of Job, as
recorded in the Book of Job
Chapter 23, and for a
background, beginning
from verse 11, where Job
declared: “My foot hath
held His steps”, (the steps
of God), “His way have I
kept, and not declined”,
(because it is the Only Way
to EVERLASTING LIFE.
Now watch verse 12):
“Neither have I gone back
from the commandment
of His lips”; (Why did Job
not trample on the Word of
God? It is simply because
he knew the preciousness,
and the pricelessness of
the Word of God! Hence,
Job testified): “I have
esteemed the Words of
His mouth MORE THAN
MY NECESSARY FOOD.”
Because the Word of God
is Life Everlasting, being
much more precious than
this Mortal Life, and hence,
IT IS ALL WE HAVE!
Church, Job knew the
immeasurable value of the
Word of God, and of a truth,
it is simply incomputable
(incalculable)! Therefore,
how much more will the
Elect Bride of Jesus Christ
a p p r e c i a t e t h e
incomparable value of
Revealed Truth, FOR IT IS
THE GOLD OF LIFE, and
THE PEARL OF ETERNAL
LIFE, which dogs and

swine cannot appreciate,
or ever possess!
(Matt. 7:6).
Brothers and sisters, as
stated before, attaining the
glorious image standard of
our Saviour Jesus Christ,
not only demands an everrich supply of Crystal-Clean
Water, but it also demands
that we submit gladly and
unreservedly to Revealed
Faith, knowing its eternal
value! We will take
Ephesians Chapter 5
again, where verses 25-27
records: “Husbands, love
your wives, even as
Christ also loved the
Church, and gave himself
for it”, (he gave himself for
the Church); “That he”
(Jesus) “might sanctify
and cleanse it”, (sanctify
and cleanse the Church);
“with the washing of
water by the Word, That
he” (Jesus) “might
present it to himself” (in
what state?) “A
GLORIOUS CHURCH, not
having SPOT”, (and we
ALL know that the Church
of God that was born on the
Day of Pentecost, did not
start with spots, for it had
No spot of Unbelief. For as
it is written in the Book of
Acts, No man dared join
himself to them, but rather,
the Lord added as many as
were ordained for Eternal
Life, and even the
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unbelievers magnified
them! (Acts 5:13-14; Acts
13:48). Brothers and
sisters, the need for the
removal of spots, lets us
know that in this passage of
Ephesians Chapter 5,
Apostle Paul was speaking
prophetically of this End
Time of Harvest. And as
such, ALL the remaining
spots in the Bride, ALL
spots of unbelief of the
Word, have to go
completely, and they will go
completely, because she is
THE WORD BRIDE, A
VIRGIN OF THE WORD!
She will have No Spot), “or
WRINKLE”, (which gives
us the Traditions of men.
When you sleep in your
wedding garment, it
wrinkles terribly, and
hence, the wrinkles need to
be ironed out, and ironed
out thoroughly. Do not
forget that as the virgins of
the Lord, both wise and
foolish, we ALL slept in the
world of Organised
Religion, before we were
ALL awakened at this
Evening Time, and we were
called out, as revealed in
Matthew 25:5. This is a
truth we have laid out in the
Scribe, titled, God In The
Laodicean Age – Year
2005, as well as in the
Scribe, titled, Who Are The
Foolish Virgins? This
simply means prophetically
that at this Evening Time,
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with the calling out of the
Elect Bride from the Entire
world of Babylon, Spiritual
Babylon, where we ALL
slept in our wedding
garments, thereby creating
serious wrinkles on them,
our revelation needs to be
thoroughly straightened
out, ironed out, with every
creed, every dogma, every
carnal ceremony, and
every tradition of man's
thinking, totally removed,
leaving absolutely No
Wrinkles), “or any such
thing”, (having no
negative thing); “but that it
should be HOLY and
WITHOUT BLEMISH.”
Brothers and sisters, this is
the rapturable spiritual
state the Elect Bride must
attain, and that which she
will most certainly attain.
Without any iota of doubt,
saints, we are going to
attain this Perfect (Mature)
divine image stature of
Jesus Christ, the Lord's full
spiritual image: Revelationwise; Character-wise; and
Divine Power-wise, these
being the ThreeDimensional Image of
Jesus Christ! For as
Ephesians Chapter 4,
verse 13 records: “Till we
ALL come in The UNITY
of THE FAITH, and”
(UNITY) “of the
knowledge of the Son of
God, Unto A Perfect Man,
unto the measure of the

stature of THE FULNESS
OF CHRIST.” Therefore,
for the attainment of this
very remarkable and
glorious spiritual stature of
Jesus Christ, we are
looking at having an
extremely deep, great
expanse, and very rich
unveiling of the Holy
Scriptures, conveyed with
absolute crystal-clarity, and
presented in utter
simplicity, laying out the
Entire Plan of Redemption,
setting forth Every Gem of
Revealed TRUTH, which
the Royal Bride of the
Royal Son of God, will be
beautifully and majestically
adorned with! As we are
looking strictly at the
Revelatory “measure of
the stature of the Fulness
of Christ”, which gives us
nothing but PURE AND
COMPLETE BIBLE
FAITH, THE PURE and
U N A D U LT E R AT E D
WORD OF CHRIST, THE
T O TA L R E V E A L E D
WORD OF CHRIST!
Brothers and sisters,
having seen this great
revelatory height, this
grand revelatory standard,
the material issue we now
need to address is this:
How do we get there? Just
how do we attain this
awesome revelatory
standard?! It is by God
thoroughly Sanctifying and
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Cleansing the Elect Bride,
“with the washing of
water BY THE WORD”,
through the workings of the
Original Ephesian Fivefold
Ministry! It is just as it is
written in Ephesians
Chapter 4, verses 11-13:
“And he” (Christ) “gave
some, Apostles; and
some, Prophets; and
some, Evangelists; and
some, Pastors and”
(some) “Teachers”,
(making up the Original
Ephesian Fivefold Ministry,
Chosen and Anointed),
“FOR the PERFECTING
of the saints”, (bringing
the Universal Body of
Christ into Full spiritual
Maturity), “for the work of
the Ministry” (of Jesus
Christ), “for the Edifying”
(or the building up) “of the
Body of Christ”
(Universal): “Till we ALL”
(who make up the Bride of
Christ around the globe),
“come in The Unity of
THE FAITH, and” (UNITY)
“of the knowledge of the
Son of God, unto A
Perfect Man, unto The
Measure of the Stature of
THE FULNESS OF
CHRIST.” THUS
BECOMING A GREAT,
GRAND, GLORIOUS, AND
MAJESTIC MYSTICAL
(SPIRITUAL) UNIVERSAL
BODY, “A GLORIOUS
CHURCH, not having
SPOT, or WRINKLE, or
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ANY SUCH THING”! So,
we can ALL see from the
Holy Scriptures, that the
divine responsibility for
accomplishing this great
feat of getting the Universal
Bride to attain the full
stature of Jesus Christ, is
the Ministry, the Original
Ephesian Ministry that
God will reproduce, right
here at this End Time.
Consequently, it basically
means that there is No
other class of Ministry that
can do this job, and perform
this great feat, other than
the Original Ephesian
Fivefold Ministry, the
chosen vessels God has
foreordained, and whom
He will put together,
powerfully anoint, and fully
equip, to accomplish this
great task! And IF they
are to bring the Universal
Body of Christ into “The
Unity of THE FAITH”,
commonsense will tell you,
therefore, that these men
themselves will have
Absolute Unity,
Revelational Unity, both in
their understanding, and in
their presentation of the
TRUTH, although they will
use their own words, and
deliver Truth in their own
way (style). Furthermore,
they will function in perfect
harmony, working together
as one, having the same
vision, and the same goal,
in order to fulfil their

Ministry objective, which is
the divine objective of
Jesus Christ. That is
precisely why the Book of
Isaiah Chapter 52, verse 8,
records clearly and
emphatically: “… For they
shall SEE EYE TO EYE”,
on ALL issues of Revealed
Faith, on ALL issues of
TRUTH! This is absolutely
and scripturally so,
because it is totally
impossible for a
revelatorilly disunited body
of men, to bring revelatory
unity among the body of
saints! Period! Scripturally
speaking, therefore, this is
one class of Ministry who
will ensure “Unity of THE
FAITH”, among the
Universal Bride of Christ.
Because REVELATIONAL
UNITY is not only their
mode of operation, being
precisely how they
function, but it is also what
they are divinely chosen
and anointed to
accomplish, in the Global
Body of Jesus Christ!
Hence, the reason why of
absolute necessity, “THEY
SHALL SEE EYE TO
EYE”, on ALL issues of
TRUTH, as there is only
One Truth, and Truth is
Truth, whether Big or
Small! May I add that
neither will they peddle
Error, Any Untruth, but they
will bear only TRUTH,
being a highly revelated
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and faithful class of
Ministry, who are not
seeking personal
recognition, because they
know that Error not only
creates Confusion, which
they have been raised up to
disallow, and to firmly
guard against, but Error
also divests, nullifying the
true essence of their calling
into this Original Order of
Ministry, in the first place!
Do not forget, saints of
God, THE STANDARD OF
TRUTH IS ONE, because
there is only ONE TRUE
GOD, and as such, GOD'S
TRUTH IS ONE, FOR HIS
REVELATION IS ONE!
This is a fundamental and
cardinal truth we laid out in
the Scribe, titled, The
Revelation Of God Is One.
It is just as Apostle Paul
declared in Ephesians
Chapter 4, verses 3-6,
earnestly imploring:
“Endeavouring to keep
THE UNITY of the Spirit”
(of God), “in the bond of
peace.” (Now listen to
this): “There is ONE
BODY”, (only One True
Body OF CHRIST), “and
ONE SPIRIT”, (only One
True Spirit OF GOD),
“even as ye are called in
ONE HOPE of your
calling; One Lord, ONE
FAITH”, (ONE TRUE
FAITH, which is The
Revealed Apostolic Faith of
Jesus Christ), “One
Revelational Completeness - Part 2
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Baptism, One God and
Father of ALL, who is
above ALL, and through
ALL, and in you ALL.” Let
everyone understand,
therefore, that it is the
Original Ephesian Fivefold
Ministry, God is putting
together in this Final
Junction of Time in
Laodicea, that holds the
HOW, and the MEANS,
whereby the Universal
Bride Elects, will attain the
Full Revelatory Stature of
Jesus Christ, by faithfully
and effectively applying
THE PURE REVEALED
WORD! They are the
LOGISTICS for the building
up of the Universal Bride to
attain Spiritual Maturity!
Full stop!
Brothers and sisters, the
crucial and fundamental
issue now, is this: IF the
means or the logistics for
the thorough washing,
cleansing, and sanctifying
of the Elect Universal Body
of Christ, that she might
become “A Glorious
Church”, standing in “the
stature of the Fulness of
Christ”, is THE WATER
OF THE WORD, which the
Original Ephesian Fivefold
Ministry will apply, then, we
must also realise, just as
we stated earlier, that there
has got to be a Fountain
opened up somewhere, the
Fountain of Ever-Flowing

and Ever-Fresh Water of
the Word, THE PURE
REVEALED WORD, The
Living Water! Come on!
Brothers and sister, we are
making a very serious
point, a fundamental point,
one that is key. We have an
established revelatory
image standard of Jesus
Christ, which the Original
Ephesian Ministry are
going to build us into,
in our scattered Local
Assemblies around the
globe. And for them to be
able to do this, there has
got to be an unrestrained
and unlimited accessibility
to the Complete Measure
of the Revealed TRUTHS
of Jesus Christ that we
have, which they will use,
as it is flowing forth from
God's chosen and anointed
vessel of clay, bearing the
Torch of TRUTH, right there
at that Water Source, or
that Water Works, right
there at the Well of
“Jacob”! For there at
“Jacob's Well”, JESUS
sat, and there, an elect
woman of Samaria met
Christ! (John 4:6-7).
Meaning that ALL these
MEN, in turn, must also log
on to this Water Source, or
Lighthouse, and see this
Revelatory Mirror, this
Revelational Height OF
CHRIST, FOR THEM TO
BE ABLE TO PERFECTLY
F A S H I O N T H E
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UNIVERSAL BRIDE
B O D Y, T O T H I S
REVEALED DIVINE
STANDARD! For no man
can build the Body of
Christ to attain a
revelatory height that he
d o e s n o t s e e
(comprehend), a
revelational standard
that he does not behold,
or have access to!
Consequently, the Lord has
got to open up the EverFlowing Fountain of
Revealed Truth
somewhere on this earth,
for the Elect Universal
Bride, and there has also
got to be a free and
unhindered accessibility to
this Ever-Flowing Fountain
of Revealed Truth, which
the Original Ephesian
Fivefold Ministry will use!
Because they ALL have to
be drinking from the same
Fountain, and they will ALL
be drinking from the same
Ever-Flowing Fountain of
the Revealed Faith of
Christ, as this is what
guarantees ONE TRUE
MESSAGE, ONE TRUE
BODY OF REVEALED
FAITH, ONE THAT GIVES
THE ENTIRE BODY OF
CHRIST, UNITY of THE
FAITH, ONE TRUE
UNIVERSAL FAITH OF
THE HOLY BIBLE, AND
THIS IS PARTICULARLY
AS THE REVELATION OF
THE SPIRIT OF CHRIST,
Revelational Completeness - Part 2
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AND HIS DIVINE
STANDARD, ARE ONE!
That is precisely where we
are going to end this
message, the Lord helping
us, because we are going
somewhere with it. Saints,
we are most assured of this
one thing, and that is the
fact that the Elect Bride will
not fall short of attaining the
full stature of Jesus Christ.
In the Ephesian Church
Age, and as we pointed out
earlier, God established an
Original Church, The
Standard Church, which
the True Church that God
will reproduce at this
Harvest Time, in this Last
Church Age, right here in
this Laodicean Age, is
going to be conformed
unto. Brothers and sisters,
the Two Church Ages we
have laid out on our chart,
The Ephesian Age, and
The Laodicean Age,
(Brother Amos points to the
chart), are Pure Seed
Ages, Original Seed Ages.
These are the only Two
Seed Ages, in the Entire
Dispensation of Grace,
when we have and can also
see, Pure and Original
Seeds, for the Two Ages
give us the Planting
Season, and the
Harvesting Season,
respectively. And each of
the Two Ages also have
their Divine Rain, “The
Former Rain”, also called

The Early Rain, and “The
Latter Rain”, respectively,
a fact which we have also
laid out on our chart. The
First Church Age, which
gives us the Ephesian Age,
where we had the Original
Pure Seed Church that was
born on the Day of
Pentecost, and was
expressed in the Book of
Acts, was the First Original
Pure Seed Age. This
Original Pure Seed Church
was later sown, God
following His own Law of
Reproduction, and it went
through various stages of
growth, or development, or
gestation, that it might
reproduce The Original
Pure Seed Church, right
here in this Seventh
Church Age, in this
Laodicean Age, an Age that
gives us the Second and
Final Original Pure Seed
Age. Consequently, it is
here in this Laodicean Age
that The Original Pure
Seed Church, THE WORD
BRIDE, is going to be
reproduced, for it here that
we will see Pure and
Original Seeds again! And
although she has not yet
been reproduced,
nevertheless, this Original
Seed Church is on its way.
Brothers and sisters, since
the Early Church Fell, since
the Original Seed Church
was sown, in the First Age
of Christendom, the world
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has not seen the True
Original Church, and the
world is yet to see the True
Original Church, and
neither have we seen her in
the way she is to be
constituted, and as she is to
function before the world,
as a dynamic (powerful,
divinely energised), living
testimony of praise, a living
testament of God's glory
and grace! We only see her
in the mirror of the Word,
and we also see her in the
making, because she has
been called-out of Spiritual
Babylon, the Entire World
of Organised Religion, and
the Foundation OF TRUTH
that has been re-laid for her
eventual Reproduction, is
presently being completed
and fortified. Therefore,
she is not yet in form, true
spiritual form, for she is not
yet in shape, in a way that
the world can see her, and
be able to recognise her, as
the Original Pure Seed
Church, the One that was
produced on the Day of
Pentecost, and expressed
in the Book of Acts. May I
reiterate for necessary
emphasis: The True
Original Seed Church is yet
to be reproduced, but we
are most certainly on the
way to that point of
reproduction, for it is just
ahead of us. Therefore,
may I reiterate: There is
only One Way for her
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reproduction: It is The Way
of Ever-Fresh Pure
Revealed TRUTH, the
Unleavened Bread of
LIFE! This is the only
pathway to Life and Eternal
Glory, the only way that can
produce, and will produce,
the Only True and Original
Pure Seed Bride Church! It
is only by way of the Holy
Scriptures, the Word of
God! There is No other way,
except this Revealed Way,
one that guarantees the
Elect Bride's attaining
“unto the measure of the
stature of the Fulness of
Christ”, which is strictly by
“the washing of water
BY THE WORD”
(UNLIMITED)! As we must
continue to point out, this
divine requirement,
therefore, demands the
opening up somewhere, of
the Fountain of Revealed
TRUTH, the Ever-Flowing
Fresh Divine Revelation of
Jesus Christ, for the
thorough washing of the
Royal Universal Bride,
“That he” (Jesus Christ)
“might present it to
himself A GLORIOUS
CHURCH, not having
SPOT, or WRINKLE, or
any such thing; but that it
should be HOLY and
WITHOUT BLEMISH.”
Saints, let me remind you of
the divine objective that
God has for the Elect
Gentile Bride. In 1 Peter

Chapter 2, verses 9-10,
Apostle Peter declared:
“But ye are A Chosen
Generation, A Royal
Priesthood, An Holy”
(Universal) “Nation, A
Peculiar People”, (who
have been completely and
unreservedly separated
unto God, in the Light, and
the main objective is this);
“ T H AT Y E S H O U L D
SHEW FORTH THE
PRAISES OF HIM”, (WHO
IS GOD), “WHO HATH
CALLED YOU OUT OF
DARKNESS INTO HIS
MARVELLOUS LIGHT:
Which in time past were
not A People, BUT ARE
NOW THE PEOPLE OF
GOD: which had not
obtained mercy, but now
have obtained mercy.”
Glory be to God! Amen!
Halleluiah! Brothers and
sisters, that is why we
are taking this message,
titled, Revelational
Completeness. Because
the True Bride Elects will
first have to possess the
fullness of the revelational
stature of Jesus Christ, for
we must first see the
full written revelational
picture, before we can be
transformed into the same
Image! For in beholding
this great revelational
height or stature, we are
being changed into the
same image, “from Glory
to Glory”, which is “from
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Faith to Faith”, A TRUTH
AT A TIME, and TRUTH
upon TRUTH, as God
progressively and
continuously unveils His
inspired written Word!
Catch that! This is the
exclusive Roadmap to The
Beautiful Royal Bride, the
exclusive Roadmap to
establishing or reproducing
the Pure and Original Seed
Church, “A Glorious
Church”! And may I warn
that nothing else will work,
as this is God's absolute
Truth! Therefore, we must
see the Truth, the Pure and
Unadulterated Seed of the
Word of God, for it is what
carries the Germ or Seed of
ORIGINAL LIFE!
Let us now back up a little,
so we can move up a notch
in our presentation of this
message. Please note that
I am not re-preaching what
I preached last Sunday,
nevertheless, I will say this:
When we look at the bottom
left section of our chart,
(Brother Amos points to the
chart), we have the name of
the Lord JESUS written
against the Gospel on that
First Level, because he
gave us the New Testament
Message that was
recorded in The Gospels,
the Four Synoptic Gospels,
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and
John. When the time came
for the Gentiles to be
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brought in, here came
Apostle PAUL, whose
name we have also written
against The Epistles, on
the Second Level, in the
Ephesian Age. Apostle
Paul was not the one that
gave us ALL the Epistles,
but he wrote most of the
Epistles, as “The Apostle
of the Gentiles”, and he
carried the Blueprint of
Gentile Redemption, which
still holds as the Absolute
for the Salvation of the
Whole Gentile World, even
as we speak! Therefore,
brothers and sisters, it was
Apostle Paul who brought
the Full Gospel to us
Gentiles. How many see
the point? He did not write
ALL the Epistles, but he
brought the Full Gospel!
There is no Apostle that
wrote ALL that Paul wrote,
for he bore a great depth
and rich expanse of Truth
which No other Apostle
bore, not even Apostle
Peter, whose Chief
Apostleship was to the
Jews! Or let me say it this
way: There are a lot of
astounding revelations that
Apostle Paul wrote, things
that no other Apostle even
touched upon! Why was
that the case? It was
because these deep things
of the Spirit of Christ was
given to him, for he was
“The Apostle of the
Gentiles”, and he carried

the Blueprint of Universal
Redemption, and hence, it
is on the basis of the
revelation of Jesus Christ
that he bore, that our
salvation hangs, for on it
our Faith as Gentiles, firmly
rests! So, Saint Paul bore
the Full Gospel for us,
because with the giving of
the Epistles, we have the
Full Gospel, which takes in
ALL that Jesus Christ
brought in his day, plus the
Epistles, ALL together
constituting the Infallible
and Immutable Foundation
of Faith for the Gentile
Universal Bride Church!
And as we stated before,
even up to this day, our
salvation as Gentiles is still
firmly established upon the
revealed Faith of Jesus
Christ, which Saint Paul
bore, as “A Wise
Masterbuilder”! And may I
warn, even as it is written in
1 Corinthians Chapter 3,
verse 11: “For other
Foundation can no man
lay than that is laid, which
is Jesus Christ”, (in his
progressive Apostolic
revelation of the Holy
Scriptures)! Period! This
simply means that there is
No other Foundation any
man can lay, other than
what Apostle Paul has
already laid for us
Gentiles, as “a wise
masterbuilder”, and you
know that is the absolute
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truth! So, brothers and
sisters, when we look at
The Ephesian Age on our
chart, the Lord JESUS
gave us The Gospel, and
Apostle PAUL came with
most of the Epistles, giving
us THE FULL GOSPEL. In
essence, the Full Gospel
takes in the Gospels, plus
the Continuity Revelation
of Jesus Christ which the
Epistles give to us. Let me
say this tonight, since we
are on this subject: IF God
Almighty moved on in the
giving forth of divine
revelation, after our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ
passed away, even though
he was later resurrected,
then, you must know that
you cannot limit the
revelation of God to the
End-time Elijah's Ministry,
otherwise, you will be an
idolater! If God moved on
after our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ, and anointed
Saint Paul to carry the
revelation of things that our
Saviour Jesus Christ did
not even utter or touch,
when he was here in his
body of flesh, although
Saint Paul did it by the Spirit
of Christ, just how can
anyone limit the revelation
of Jesus Christ to a man
that has been dead for over
50 years?! Particularly
when the Elect Bride is yet
to come into Christ's
complete revelational
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stature! Wake up! Now
consider this, brothers and
sisters, when we look at the
Message of Christ that
Apostle Paul bore, every
Doctrine that is supposed
to go into the Foundation
Structure, was set in place
by him. He was also used to
unveil a lot of Mysteries, as
well as set forth Prophetic
Revelations, and
furthermore, he also give
Instructions in
Righteousness. And in 66
A.D., Apostle Paul was
called home, and the Lord
anointed another man in
his place, called Apostle
JOHN, whose name we
have equally written
against the Third Level on
our chart, the Third
Revelational Level in The
Ephesian Age. He brought
Continuity, Climax, and
Completion, to the inspired
written record of the Word
of God, when he brought
the Book of Revelation,
which he received in 96
A.D.! The giving forth of this
Book, brothers and sisters,
brought completion and
closure to the inspired
written Word of Jesus
Christ, thereby completing
and concluding the New
Covenant Writings! And
after the delivery of that
Book, no man can add a jot
to the Holy Scriptures, as
we now have the entire
New Testament Books! And

as we have clearly proven,
t h e N e w Te s t a m e n t
Church, is what gives us
the Original Pure Seed
Bride Church, produced by
the Original Pure Seed of
God, God's Master Seed,
Jesus the Christ, in his
Pure Divine Revelation.
However, God sowed that
Original Pure Seed
Church, to reproduce her
here, at this Evening Time,
in this Laodicean Age. So,
saints of God, we now
come to The Laodicean
Age, as portrayed on the
right section of our chart.
(Brother Amos points to the
chart). Brothers and
sisters, when we come to
this Laodicean Age, we
must know that there is
absolutely nothing God
established in His Word,
back in the Ephesian Age,
that will be missing here in
this Last Age, otherwise,
the Seed will be different.
How many see the point? If
the constitution of the Early
Original Seed Church, took
in ALL those attributes of
Truth, the four attributes or
four categories of Truth,
then the End Time Church,
the Latter Original Seed
Church, must equally take
in ALL these attributes,
otherwise, the Seed will not
be the same in its
constitution! For as it is
written: Every Seed is to
bring forth after his kind,
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and indeed, EVERY SEED
BRINGS FORTH AFTER
HIS KIND! (Gen. 1:11-12).
Hence, I have never seen a
situation where a human
being gives birth, and the
baby, even though he looks
like a man, has wings! That
is totally impossible!
Otherwise, something is
seriously wrong! It means
the devil has tampered with
something, as that is not
the attribute of a human
being; because human
beings do not have wings;
we do not grow wings, for
we are not birds! Human
beings have two eyes, two
arms, two legs, and hence,
when a baby is born, that
baby will also have two
eyes, two arms, and two
legs, for he will have
whatever physical or
natural attributes a man
has! However, if the baby
has only one eye, or only
one leg, something serious
has happened! If not for the
fact that the devil is
seriously messing with
humanity today, messing
with births, a lot of the birth
defects we are seeing at
this End Time, would not
have occurred, because
strange births are taking
place on the earth, around
the world, as we speak!
That is why you see two
babies born with their
heads joined together as
one (conjoined). We have
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cases where these babies
have two bodies, but only
one head, or they have two
heads, and only one body,
one torso! These are ALL
demonic operations,
regardless of whatever
medical explanations the
doctors and medical
scientists may have for
these sad cases! They are
simply demonic
manifestations, for we are
looking squarely at the
operation of demons, and it
further proves that indeed,
we are at the End of Time,
which are “Perilous
Times”! So, medically,
scientifically, they can
explain it in any way they
want to, the fact remains
that that is just man's way of
trying to explain what they
do not understand
spiritually, for scientifically,
they cannot relate to the
operations of Satan, who is
a spirit, a fallen spirit! It is
very sad that these things
happen to people, and we
feel great pity for parents
who are in these shoes,
and for those poor children
themselves; but you must
know as Bible believers, we
are looking squarely at the
operations of demons, the
operations of Satan! And I
say ALL that to make a very
serious point: Every natural
attribute of man is
embedded and expressed
in the seed that he

reproduces, because
Every Seed begets like
Seed! It most certainly
does! As such, we must
take this absolute truth on a
spiritual level, and give it its
spiritual application,
because the natural sets a
perfect type of the spiritual.
This is apart from the very
salient (striking) and
absolute fact, that God's
Law of Reproduction is
one, whether it is in the
natural, or it is in the
spiritual!
Consequently, if the True
Spiritual Seed is the Word
of God, the Seed of Eternal
Life, and that is the Word
that produced the Original
Seed Church in the First
Church Age, we just have
to understand that we
cannot have a lessening of
the standard of that Word in
any measure, IF that same
Original Seed Church is to
be reproduced here in this
Last Age, at this harvest
Time! For as we must
continue to emphasise,
The Original Life is in the
Original Seed of THE
PURE WORD! That should
be plain enough!
Therefore, in this
Laodicean Age, we must
have the same measure of
Truth, and every attribute of
the Truth, whether it is the
Milk of the Word, which are
Doctrines, or Mysteries, or
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Prophetic Revelations, or
Instructions in
Righteousness, ALL of
them must be embedded,
and are indeed embedded,
in the Message of the End
Time Church! The only
d i f f e r e n c e , h o w e v e r,
between this Laodicean
Church Age, and the
Ephesian Church Age, is in
the level and depth of the
divine understanding of the
Word of God that we have,
as well as the Latter Glory
that will follow the Bride in
this Seventh Age, which will
outclass that of the First
Church Age! For instance,
t o d a y, w e h a v e t h e
revelational understanding
of the Book of Revelation,
which the First Church Age
carried as the Last Book of
the Holy Bible, the
Apocalypse, without an
understanding of its deep
prophetic Truths, simply
because it was not meant
for them to understand! The
Apocalypse was actually
written for the spiritual
understanding and
edification of the End Time
Bride Church. It is for our
glorification, particularly
when we consider the fact
that the Book of Revelation
deals strictly with End Time
prophetic realities, not only
of the moves of God, but
also of the devil's moves,
so that we are not
ensnared. As the saying
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goes: “To be forewarned
is to be forearmed.” This
prophetic warning,
therefore, just puts us one
step ahead of the devil!
That is precisely what the
prophetic revelations
buried in the Book of
Revelation does, for THE
WORD BRIDE, in this
Laodicean Age! In total
contrast, the Early Church
was not meant to
understand it, just as
Prophet Daniel was not
given to understand the
prophetic revelations of
things he saw, because he
was only meant to pen
them down! Hence, in
Daniel Chapter 12, the
Angel of the Lord told him in
plain terms in verses 9-10,
saying: “... Go thy way,
Daniel: for the Words are
Closed Up and Sealed
TILL THE TIME OF THE
END. Many shall be
purified, and made white,
and tried; but the wicked”
(in the religious world),
“shall do wickedly” (to
the Word of God): “and
None of the wicked shall
understand”, (because
they are stark unbelievers
and compromisers of the
Word); “BUT THE WISE
SHALL UNDERSTAND.”
Saints, the prophetic
visions of the deep things
Daniel was shown, as
recorded in the Book of
Daniel, have strictly an End

Time application, and as
such, only the wise virgins
of Jesus Christ in this Last
Age, shall understand
them, and they do
understand them, to the
very depth of the Truths
that that Book holds, and
that is the absolute truth!
Church, the Book of
Revelation is the same,
being a completely sealed
Prophetic Book! That is the
very reason the saints have
carried the Apocalypse
through time, without
having its revelational
understanding, because it
is for the glorification of the
End Time Bride! That is
precisely why it is in this
Seventh and Final Age, the
unveiling of this great and
profound Prophetic Book,
has come, and that is
precisely part of what we
are setting forth in this
message, by the grace of
God. As I stated last
Sunday, there is nothing we
are sharing in this
message, we can apply out
there in the religious world,
for they do not have a clue!
They have thrown away the
Holy Bible, because they
have no iota of care, or
regard, or love for the Word
of God! They believe what
they like, they preach and
teach what they like,
however heretical, and
however scandalous it may
even be, and they do as
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they please, wilfully and
blatantly trampling upon
the Word of God! No
wonder, looking through
the binoculars of the Spirit
of God, and seeing the
most pathetic spiritual state
of the Nation of Israel in that
day, which sets a perfect
type of the sad spiritual
realities we also have at
this End-time, Prophet
Isaiah prophesied in Isaiah
Chapter 28, verse 8, plainly
declaring: “For ALL tables
are full of vomit and
filthiness, so that there is
no place clean”! Hence,
Truth has become
extremely rare in the earth
t o d a y, b e c a u s e t h e
Christians so-called, have
been completely shut off
from the Flow of Revealed
TRUTH, and this
development has created a
grievous spiritual “Famine
i n t h e l a n d ” !
Consequently, the Word of
God no longer has any
application to them, for it
has lost its meaning in their
lives, and they even treat it
as if it should never have
been written, and it is ALL
because they do not know
the inestimable value, the
extreme preciousness of
the Holy Scriptures! It is this
most horrible, incredible,
and pathetic attitude which
the religious world, the
world of Christendom, has
towards the Word of God,
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the Revealed Word, that
lets us see of a truth, The
Spirit of conviction has
left the Gentiles! Yes, it
has! And that is precisely
why you can lay out very
deep and precious things of
the Spirit of the Lord before
them, and they will simply
walk away from it, as if it is
nothing, as though they
heard nothing, because
they have no conviction of
anything, for the Spirit of
Conviction has left the
Gentiles! So, coming back
to the cardinal point we
were making, in the Early
Church, the Ephesian Age,
every doctrine, every
mystery, every prophetic
revelation, and every
i n s t r u c t i o n i n
righteousness that they
received, and that they set
firmly in place, in the Holy
Scriptures, we will also
possess today, leaving
none out. As a matter of
fact, there are certain
Mysteries the Early Church
Apostles were inspired to
write or pen down, which
they themselves did not
understand, for the simple
reason that it was not
meant for them in that First
Age! For instance, when
we consider the Eight
Parables of Matthew
Chapter 13, particularly the
Fifth and Sixth Parables
recorded in verses 44-46, it
is written that there was a

“… treasure hid in a field;
the which when A Man
hath found, he hideth,
and for joy thereof goeth
and selleth ALL that he
hath, and buyeth that
field.” And also that there
was “… a merchant man
seeking goodly pearls:
Who, when he had found
one pearl of great price,
went and sold ALL that he
had, and bought it.”
Church, neither Apostle
Matthew, who was inspired
to write this Book of the
Holy Bible, this particular
Gospel, nor even Apostle
Paul, had the revelation of
the Mysteries that were
b u r i e d i n t h e s e Tw o
Parables! The first one
pertained to Martin Luther,
and the second one
pertained to John Wesley,
both in the Reformation
Era. The Early Church did
not understand what these
two parables meant, in their
revelatory depth, so as to
be able to unveil the
Mysteries that were
concealed therein; but they
penned them down,
nonetheless, exactly as
these parables had been
given to them by Jesus
Christ. The revelation of
these Mysteries were
withheld from them, as they
would not have been able
to relate to these deep
prophetic Mysteries in their
hour of time, in that First
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Age of Christendom!
Because the Church first
had to be sown, then pass
through the Dark Ages,
also pass through the
Reformation, and then
come to a particular point in
this Laodicean Age,
specifically to the Second
Junction of Time ordained
for the Called-Out Elect
Bride, before we could
understand what these
parables ALL pertained to!
For the chosen and
anointed vessel of clay,
Brother Raymond Jackson,
w h o m t h e L o r d
foreordained to Unveil
Seven of the Eight
Parables recorded in
Matthew Chapter 13, was
not on earth until this End
Time! Are you listening to
me? So, brothers and
sisters, please note,
therefore, that there is not
one attribute of Truth
expressed in the Ephesian
Church, that we are not
going to have in this
Laodicean Age. So, if you
do not want to listen to the
Revealed Truth, because
you are not really
interested in the Word, as
you do not want to adorn
your soul with Revealed
Truth, then suit yourself!
You are only doing an
injustice to yourself, for it is
your own soul you are
injuring! As the saying
goes: “As you make your
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bed, so you must lie in it”!
Consequently, you must
realise that you are making
your own spiritual bed!
Moving on, saints of God,
let us ALL be settled on this
absolute Truth: There will
be Total Restoration of the
Original Pure Seed Bride,
THE WORD BRIDE, to
THE STANDARD OF THE
ORIGINAL SEED
CHURCH! That is precisely
why, when we come to this
Seventh and Final Church
Age, we can see on our
chart, that it perfectly
mirrors what we have in the
First Church Age. Because
ALL the Doctrines of the
Early Church, which
formed The Foundation OF
REVEALED FAITH that
carried the Entire Universal
Church Structure, as well
as ALL the Mysteries that
were laid out in the New
Testament, together with
ALL the Mysteries that
were also buried in the Old
Testament, which have
bearing on God's Great
Plan of Redemption,
whatever Mysteries they
did not understand in the
Ephesian Age, it is now in
this Laodicean Age, that
every single one of them is
opened up and laid out
bare, completely unveiled,
for the spiritual adorning of
the Royal Bride of Christ! In
addition, Prophetic
Revelations of the Holy

Bible, particularly those
relating to this End Time,
together with Instructions
in Righteousness,
showing us as true
believers, exactly how we
are to comport ourselves
acceptably before both
God and man, how we are
to live our lives as True
Christians, that we can
bring glory to God, and be a
testimony of God's saving
grace, will ALL be
appropriated by the Elect
Bride Church. In short,
Every Attribute of Truth will
be appropriated by the End
Time Bride, because they
ALL make up the
constitution of The Original
Seed of THE WORD OF
GOD. Full stop!
Coming to this Last Age,
therefore, brothers and
sisters, the crucial and
fundamental issue we now
need to zero in on, and
address, still remains this:
IF the Means or the
Logistics for the thorough
washing of “the Elect
Lady”, the Elect Bride,
“with the washing of
water BY THE WORD”
(UNLIMITED), in order to
produce her as “A
Glorious Church”, A
Masterpiece Bride, is the
Original Ephesian Fivefold
Ministry, then, just how
does the Universal Bride
Ministry get this EverRef. No.: 11-06-2019
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Flowing Fresh Revelation
of the Word?! That is the
central issue, the primary
question, which devolves
on God's Logistics, and
these Logistics are what
the religious world do not
want to listen to, or hear
about, and that includes the
Branham Movement, as
well as the Jackson
Movement! Brothers and
sisters, it is an irrefutable
scriptural fact, that the
Early Church and her
Ministry did not have what
they had by themselves,
but they received what
JESUS brought, Truths he
supplied to a certain
measure, in the days of his
Earthly Ministry. By this
Revelational Standard, the
Lord Lifted His Elect Seeds
to a Level that was much
higher than that of the
Entire Jewish Religious
World in that day, giving us
the First Revelational Level
that we have on our chart,
under the Ephesian Age!
Apostle PAUL also came
thereafter, as “The
Apostle of the Gentiles”,
or The Chief Apostle, and
he supplied another
measure of Truth, Lifting
the Standard of the
Revealed Truth of Jesus
Christ to yet Another Level,
the Second Revelational
Level on our chart, still
under the Ephesian Age.
And then in 96 A.D., here
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came Apostle JOHN, The
Lead Apostle, who stepped
into the shoes of Apostle
Paul, and he gave the
balance of written Truth,
supplying yet still another
measure, equally Lifting
the Standard of Revealed
Truth to a whole New Level,
the Third and Final
Revelational Level, in his
Junction of Time, now
giving us the Complete
New Testament Books! As
we ALL know, Apostle John
came with the Apocalypse,
the very Last Book of the
Holy Bible, thereby
completing the inspired
written Word of Jesus
Christ, and that Book is the
greatest Prophetic Book
we have in the Entire Bible,
and there is No Book in the
Holy Bible, that is shrouded
with such extremely deep
and complex prophetic
imageries, as the
Apocalypse! Not even
Moses came with a Book
loaded with such deep and
complex prophetic insights!
The closest Prophetic Book
to the Apocalypse in the
Holy Bible, is the Book of
Daniel, yet, the Book of
Revelation completely
outclasses the Book of
Daniel in its prophetic
depth, in its complex
imagery, and in the great
expanse of its revelational
coverage or content! Think
about that tonight! This is

so, because it is the
Closing Book of the Holy
Bible, just as the Book of
Genesis is the Opening
Book of the Holy Bible, and
as it is written, the Ending of
the Plan of Salvation, has
to be Better and Greater
than its Beginning Plan!
(Eccl. 7:8; Hag. 2:9). Saints
of God, the principal issue
we must see under the
Ephesian Age, being a key
issue, a central or cardinal
point, is the fact that the
Entire New Testament,
which is made up of the
Full Gospel, plus the
Book of Prophecy, (the
Apocalypse), which gives
us the entire inspired
written record of Jesus
Christ, ALL came by
chosen anointed vessels of
clay! Consequently, if we
can see precisely how God
moved in the First Age of
Christendom, how He
moved the Early Gentile
Church Forward in the
Light of Jesus Christ, that it
was through chosen and
anointed human
instruments, human
vessels, First, Saint PAUL,
and then, Saint JOHN, men
who occupied Lead
Ministry Positions, and
who consecutively
(successively) carried the
Blueprint of Gentile
Redemption, then we have
to see that in this Seventh
Age of Christendom, the
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means for the Elect Bride
C h u r c h h a v i n g
unrestrained and unlimited
accessibility to Ever-Fresh
Water of the Word, the
Ever-Flowing Fountain of
Revealed TRUTH, equally
has to be by chosen and
anointed human
instruments, consecutive
Lead Ministries!
Particularly as the ways of
God are immutable, and
hence, are One, the Lord
being absolutely perfect in
ALL His ways! As we stated
earlier, we most certainly
cannot apply Ephesians
Chapter 5, verses 26-27,
which prophetically gives
us “the washing of water
BY THE WORD”
(UNLIMITED), right here at
this Harvest Time, without
God first opening up the
Ever-Flowing and EverFresh Fountain of
Revealed TRUTH,
somewhere on the earth,
for the thorough washing of
the Word Bride, A
PROPHETIC FACT
WHICH DEMANDS
SUCCESSIVE VESSELS
OF TRUTH, right up to
when the Bride actually
makes “herself Ready”!
This is absolutely so,
because as we speak
today, the Bride of Christ is
still here, and she has not
yet “made herself ready”,
attaining “unto the
measure of the stature of
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the Fulness of Christ”,
and neither does she have
her Original and Faithful
Ephesian Fivefold Ministry
as yet, who alone can and
will build her up to that state
of perfect spiritual
readiness! Moreover, and
v e r y i m p o r t a n t l y, t h e
Universal Bride of Christ is
yet to obtain Revelational
Completeness, a
fundamental scriptural fact
which requires a presenttense Vessel OF TRUTH,
Christ's True Witness of
TRUTH, the Lord's Faithful
Witness, a man anointed to
bear the mind of God to the
Entire Body of Ministry!
Particularly as we are
now living in an Age of
Information Technology,
which everyone has on
their mobile phones, and
or tablets, causing the
Religious World, the
World of Christendom, to
be terribly, constantly,
c o n s i s t e n t l y, a n d
c o n t i n u o u s l y
bombarded, by a
cacophony of voices, a
great deluge of voices,
innumerable voices, ALL
claiming to speak for
God, peddling ALL sorts
of ideas and conspiracy
theories, creating
unprecedented
c o n f u s i o n i n
Christendom! That is
precisely why the Lord
Jesus Christ has to have a

Faithful Witness of his
Revealed Word, for in the
midst of mass and
unprecedented confusion
that now overruns and
overwhelms Christendom,
Pure Revealed TRUTH
has to be somewhere,
F O R S O M E O N E
SOMEWHERE HAS TO
HAVE THE TRUTH OF
GOD! We cannot have
ERROR, without THE
TRUTH First being
available somewhere, as
ERROR is only a
perversion of THE TRUTH,
just as we cannot have a
Bogus (Fake) Dollar,
without the Genuine Dollar
First existing in the United
States, because the Fake
Dollar is only a Counterfeit
of the Genuine Dollar!
What is more, is the
overriding fact that
regardless of your negative
disposition towards this
truth of there being a
Vessel OF TRUTH, the
absolute and unchanging
fact still remains that you
will never be able to change
the Logistics of God for
THE WORD BRIDE,
because the will of God is
sovereign! Period! It is very
sad that the religious world
do not see this truth, and
that is why I said at the
beginning of this message,
that what we are talking
about in this message
series, has absolutely no
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application to those out
there in the Organised
Religious World, for they
neither have love nor
respect for the Holy
Scriptures! Which is
precisely why a strong spirit
of delusion is now upon
them, causing the religious
world to grope in
unparalleled Apostasy, and
in utter spiritual
bankruptcy! The spiritual
Darkness that is out there
at this Evening Time, the
terrible Darkness that has
totally engulfed the whole
of Apostate Christendom,
is much thicker than the
Physical Darkness that
was in Egypt, in the days of
Moses! Hence, the Holy
Bible is a closed Book to
them, for the Lord has shut
them completely out from
its Revelation, bringing
Global and Severe
“Famine in the land, not a
Famine of bread, nor a
thirst for water, BUT OF
HEARING THE WORDS
OF THE LORD”, THE
PURE REVELATION OF
THE WORD, THE TRUE
WORD OF GOD, NOT
FABLES, NOT EMPTY
CARNAL MESSAGES,
BUT THE REVEALED
WORD OF GOD, THE
WORD OF LIFE! (Amos
8:11-12). This is the very
reason Christendom is now
bombarded with, and
totally blinded by, a deluge
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of theological projections,
loads and loads of carnal
projections, as well as
inundated (awash,
overflowing), with
truckloads of false
prophetic projections, ALL
of which they falsely claim
to have been given by God,
being a totally deceived
and deluded class of
people, creating mass
confusion on an
unparalleled scale on the
earth, here at this End
Time! What an Age!
In total contrast, brothers
and sisters, the extremely
thorough washing and
cleansing that the Elect
Bride will have, will not be
with any man's carnal
reasonings and or
traditions, and neither will it
be with any theological
ideas, for we do not carry
theology, nor do we peddle
false prophetic projections,
because we know they
divest! We most certainly
do not preach or teach
theology, which are ideas of
men, for theology only
gives us men's carnal
conception of the Word of
TRUTH, which is
completely opposed to the
divine revelation of God; it
is totally opposed to
Revealed Faith! Hence, we
have no use for Theology,
because it is meaningless
spiritual jargon, and

completely useless,
especially when it comes to
the Eternal Redemption of
the souls of Fallen Man!
The Elect Bride needs to be
thoroughly washed with
Nothing but the Water of
THE PURE WORD, the
Ever-Fresh and CrystalClean Water of
REVEALED TRUTH, which
comes directly from “The
Fountain of LIVING
WATERS”, the Fountain
OF LIFE, “Jesus Christ,
who is our LIFE”!
(Jer. 2:13; Col. 3:4).
Consequently, this crucial
divine need demands that
the Holy Scriptures be
completely opened up for
the True Elect Bride of
Christ, here in this Last
Age! Therefore, we cannot
emphasise enough, this
extremely important point,
which is: We cannot have
the opening up of the
Holy Bible, without
Chosen and Anointed
Vessels OF TRUTH, the
Lord's True Witnesses of
TRUTH! This is a
Fundamental Truth, a Key
Logistics of God, firmly and
irrevocably tied to the
Unveiling of the Word of
God, an absolute truth
which the Religious World
vehemently deny and
oppose! Saints, the blatant
and wilful denial, and the
consistent rejection of this
Exclusive Divine Medium
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OF REVEALED TRUTH, is
precisely why in this
Laodicean Age, we now
have An ACUTE and
R A V A G I N G
R E V E L AT I O N A L
“FAMINE IN THE LAND”,
SPIRITUAL FAMINE FOR
“THE BREAD OF LIFE”,
AROUND THE GLOBE, IN
CHRISTENDOM, the plain
evidence of the absolute
fact that they have been
completely shut off from
The Fountain OF LIFE!
(Amos 8:11-12). Apostasy
and Famine follows, when
people, who have a horrible
and unbelieving attitude
towards the Word of Life,
lose divine access to
revealed Truth, because
they are then shut off from
the Fountain of Living
Waters, to face Famine, on
account of their stinking
unbelief! On the other
hand, and in total contrast,
the Elect Royal Bride is
scrumptiously Feasting on
the Revealed Word, for she
is eating in plenty, as there
is an abundance of food in
The Storehouse OF
“JOSEPH”, which has a
Three-Fold Ministry
Application in this
Laodicean Age!
Remember, we are not
talking about men who are
able to preach lovely
sermons once in a while,
but we are speaking of men
who Bear The Torch OF
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REVEALED TRUTH,
Bearers of the Present and
Continuing Unveiling of
THE WORD, The Fresh
Carcase OF THE WORD!
We are looking strictly and
exclusively at DIVINE
READERS, The Divine
Interpreters and
Unveilers of THE HOLY
SCRIPTURES! And I make
this solidly Bible based
claim, on the full and
unquestionable authority of
the infallible provisions of
Revelation Chapter 1,
verse 3, which in deep
prophetic language, gives
us: “… He that
READETH”, a prophetic
promise which has a ThreeFold Ministry Application,
right here in this Laodicean
Age! And we must ALL
know that it takes the Spirit
of God, and the Spirit of
God alone, For Any Man to
Carry A MESSAGE, THAT
GIVES US A PERFECT,
C O N S I S T E N T, A N D
C O N T I N U I N G
UNVEILING OF THE
HOLY WORD OF GOD!
For No Man can do this by
himself, or of himself,
except and only except, by
the divine investment of
God's sovereign grace!
Period! Otherwise, he will
show somewhere in his
message, that God is not in
it! Therefore, the religious
world can deny this very
Logistics of God ALL they

want to, but brothers and
sisters, make no mistake
about it, you will never get
away from the Three
Successive Chosen
Vessels of Clay, the Three
Consecutive Householder
Scribes, Divine Readers,
whom the Lord has used,
and is still using, to get the
Elect Bride Church to
attain, not only “UNITY of
The Faith”, in the
Universal Body of Christ,
wherever they may be
located around the globe,
which is believing the same
thing on ALL issues of
Truth, but also to attain The
Revelational Fullness of
Jesus Christ! You have to
see “God's Provided
Way”! For you will never be
able to sidetrack or get
away from the Three
Consecutive Readers
buried in Revelation 1:3,
whom Jesus Christ
prophetically referred to in
96 A.D., as “HE that
READETH”, giving us
Three Successive
Readers, in its true and
perfect prophetic
application, and it is a truth
we are still coming to lay
out succinctly! Church,
these Three Successive
READERS, are chosen
vessels, men who Jesus
Christ, in 33 A.D., also
referred to as SCRIBES,
Consecutive Scribes,
Successive Lead
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Ministries, recorded in the
Gospel of Saint Matthew
Chapter 13, verse 52!
Brothers and sisters,
consequently, the Ministry
Base or Local Assembly of
these Three Consecutive
Lead Ministries, in their
various Junctions of Time,
gives us The True Spiritual
Water Source, The
Lighthouse, or The
Storehouse, prophetically
referred to as,
“Wheresoever THE
CARCASE IS”, for
“there”, and only there,
“The Eagles will gather
together”, wherever they
may be located around the
entire globe! (Matt. 24:28).
The Lighthouse gives the
Universal Bride, an EverClean and Ever-Fresh
Water supply, because
there we have an on-going
Divine (Spiritual) Water
Works, which the Lord has
established by His Spirit!
Logging on to the Water
Source, brothers and
sisters, is precisely why we
know what we know, and
that is precisely how we
have received what we
have received from the
Spirit of the Lord, from the
pages of the Holy Bible!
This will even lead me to
ask: Exactly what does
Apostate Christendom
know about the Mysteries
of the kingdom of God,
when they have even
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thrown out True Bible
Doctrines, and
Instructions in
Righteousness?! They
have absolutely No clue
about the Mysteries of the
Holy Scriptures! And
speaking of Prophetic
Revelations, they only see
one prophecy here, and
another prophecy there,
general End-time
prophecies, and that is ALL
they cry about every day,
just like a crank record:
“Ezekiel 38 and 39 Battle of
Gog and Magog is about to
break out! Russia, Turkey,
Iran, and Libya, are coming
after Israel! Jerusalem is
going to become a cup of
trembling! The world is
facing Tsunamis and Great
Earthquakes! Nations are
rising against Nations, and
there is Great Famine and
Pestilences, all creating
great turmoil and unease
around the world, for we
are at the End!” That is ALL
they cry about every
service day in their socalled prophetic
messages, because that is
ALL they see, prophetically
speaking! They only see
ALL these general
prophecies, things which
anyone who goes to
Church and reads his Bible
can see! However, they do
not know a diddly squat of
what God is also doing
today in the earth, For THE

B R I D E O F C H R I S T,
because they have
absolutely No clue about
God's Revealed Plan for
the End-time Bride, a
fundamental fact we
brought out in the Scribe,
titled, Luke 17:30! Saints,
these people have No clue,
because they stoutly deny
and firmly reject, Jesus
Christ's Anointed Vessels
OF TRUTH, the Lord's
Three Successive
Readers! Do not forget the
title and focus of our
message, which is
R e v e l a t i o n a l
Completeness.
Brothers and sisters, for the
realisation of Revelational
Completeness in this
Laodicean Age, within the
Universal Body of Jesus
Christ, and as we have laid
it out on our chart, on the
extreme right section,
(Brother Amos points to the
chart), here God anointed
The ELIJAH of Malachi
4:6B, who was William
Branham, to Carry the
Blueprint of Gentile
Redemption, by which the
Elect Bride would be
called-out from the Entire
World of Organised
Religion, and constituted.
We have clearly shown that
in the First Church Age, The
Ephesian Age, we had
Three Phases through
which God gave us as Elect
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Gentiles, everything that
constitutes the New
Covenant. Because the
Complete inspired written
Word of the New
Testament, was given
precisely in Three Phases.
It was First: The GOSPEL,
which the Lord JESUS
brought in the days of his
Earthly Ministry. Second:
We have the EPISTLES,
which, in the main, The
A p o s t l e PA U L l a t e r
brought, as “The Apostle of
the Gentiles.” Third: We
have THE BOOK OF
R E V E L AT I O N , w h i c h
Apostle JOHN also
brought, after the passing
away of Saint Paul. So,
coming to this Seventh and
Final Church Age, and
knowing that the Complete
Holy Scriptures, the Entire
Holy Bible, has been given,
to which no man can add a
jot, the Spirit of the Lord is
equally Unveiling the Holy
Bible in Three Phases,
through Three consecutive
Readers, for in God's
numerology, Three is the
number of Perfection, for
GOD IS PERFECT IN
THREE. In other words, as
God gave us the Books of
the New Testament in
Three Phases, so is He
also giving us the Unveiling
of the Holy Scriptures of
Jesus Christ, in Three
Distinct Phases, in this Last
Age. This means in effect or
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in essence, that we not only
have Every Iota of
Revealed Truth which the
Ephesian Age had, but we
equally have Three Phases
in which the Spirit of the
Lord is Unveiling the Holy
Bible to His Elect Bride
Church, till every remaining
veil or wrap that is upon the
Word is completely
removed, giving us an
Unparalleled Measure of
Light, so that as THE
WORD BRIDE, we can ALL
see TRUTH IN PLAIN
VIEW! Brothers and
sisters, we are now looking
squarely at the Logistics of
God, right here in this
Laodicean Age, just as we
have shown on our chart,
precisely how God gives
the Elect Word Bride, an
Unlimited and Endless
supply of Ever-Fresh Water
of the Word, for her
thorough washing, to be
applied by the Original
Fivefold Ministry, that she
may obtain The
Revelational Fullness of
Jesus Christ. Hence, in
this Laodicean Age, the
revelational move of God
for the Elect Bride started
with the man God used to
call us out from the Entire
World of Organized
Religion, according to
Revelation 18:4. Church,
this brings us to the very
First Junction of Time for
the Bride of Christ, in this

Seventh Age, and to The
First Vessel OF TRUTH,
who is none other than
Brother William Branham,
the End-time ElijahProphet of Malachi 4:6B, a
man who was also the Star
Messenger to this Last
Age. (Revelation 10:7). He
was a Major Messenger to
this Laodicean Age, and
that is why on our chart, on
the extreme right bottom
section, (Brother Amos
points to the chart), and on
the First Revelational
Level, under The
Revelational Measure, we
have placed a Star, right
beside the Major
Messenger (Mjr. Msgr.), to
this Age, who is ELIJAH.
On the other Two Levels
directly above it, still under
The Revelational
Measure, we have also
placed a Minor Messenger
(Mnr. Msgr.), on each of
the Two Levels in this Age.
This gives us Three
Revelational Levels in
To t a l : F i r s t , a M a j o r
M e s s e n g e r , t h e St a r
Messenger, ELIJAH.
Second, he was
succeeded by a Minor
Messenger, PAUL. Third,
our Paul was equally
succeeded by a Final Minor
Messenger to this Age,
JOHN, thereby giving us
Three Moves of God in the
Light. These are the Three
Consecutive Vessels OF
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TRUTH, the divine Ministry
means through which we
will eventually obtain
Revelational Fullness,
R e v e l a t i o n a l
Completeness, in this
Junction of the Time of
John, the Third and Final
Vessel OF TRUTH. Saints,
having laid out the Three
Revelatory Phases, and
their Three Revelational
Levels, let us now begin
with the consideration of
the First Move of God for
the Elect Bride in this Last
Age. Brothers and sisters,
God sent a Major
Messenger, the “Elijah” of
Malachi 4:6B, with the
Blueprint of Gentile
Redemption, to call us out
of the Entire World of
Organised Religion, by his
Bible Restoring Message.
He was the “Seventh
Angel”, (Meaning, the
Seventh Star Messenger),
the Messenger to
Laodicea, recorded in
Revelation 10:7. Speaking
specifically about this
Seventh Angel, in his
message dated December
30th, 1962, and titled, Is
This The Sign Of The End,
Sir?, paragraphs 237-238,
the Prophet was not
ashamed to give this
particular “Angel” this true
interpretation, plainly
declaring: “I believe that
“the Seventh Angel” of
Revelation 10, is the
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Seventh Church-Age
Messenger of Revelation
3:14.” (This firmly ties this
Angel with Brother
Branham's Ministry, and it
is the Gospel Truth!
Someone needs to teach
this truth to Ewald Frank of
Krefeld, Germany, to help
him see the Light, because
he took the application of
the Seventh Angel in
Revelation 10:7,
completely away from the
Star Messenger to this Age.
To think that Ewald Frank
claims that he is The
Continuing Ministry to that
of Brother Branham, and
yet, in the Apocalypse, he
cannot see the prophetic
place of the man he claims
to have succeeded! My, my,
my! The Prophet
continued, clearly stating):
“Remember. Now let me
read. Look where I can
read. Now, this was the
Seventh Angel. “But in
the days of the voice of
the Seventh Angel,” (7th
verse), “when he shall
begin to sound, The
Mystery of God should be
finished, as He has
declared to His servants
the Prophets.” Now, you
notice, this was an Angel.
AND IT'S THE ANGEL OF
THE SEVENTH CHURCH
AGE, because it says
here, it is “the Seventh
Angel,” of the Seventh
Church Age. Found that,

if you want to see…
where the Angel is,
Revelation 3:14, it's “The
Angel to the Laodicean
Church.”
Church, please note that at
this End-time, William
Branham, the Elijah-Star
Messenger to this Age, was
also the man whose
Prophetic Ministry
characterized “The Son of
Man”, Jesus Christ in his
earthly Prophetic Ministry,
in part fulfilment of the
prophecy of the Lord
recorded in Luke 17:30.
Brothers and sisters, now
please listen very closely.
In this Seventh Age, we
must know that we cannot
separate what ELIJAH
bore or carried, and break it
up as we have done here in
the First Church Age,
(Brother Amos points to the
chart), where JESUS
brought The GOSPEL, The
Apostle PAUL brought The
EPISTLES, and Saint
JOHN the beloved Apostle
brought THE BOOK OF
REVELATION. We cannot
do that, because now that
we have the Full and
Complete Holy Bible, this
leaves us with only the job
of Unveiling the Holy
Scriptures, so that the
Bride of Christ may
possess Every Iota OF
TRUTH that it contains,
Truths that are material to
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achieving her statural
growth into Jesus Christ's
Full Revelational Image! In
other words, it is not One
Man that will come in this
Laodicean Age, to Unveil
only The GOSPEL, and
then another man will come
to Unveil only The
EPISTLES, and later
another man will also come
to Unveil THE BOOK OF
REVELATION! Now that
we have the Full Gospel,
plus The Book of
Revelation, which gives us
the Complete New
Testament Books, it is
strictly the Divine Unveiling
of the Holy Scriptures that
is done in Three Phases,
with Each Phase taking in
every ingredient or attribute
of the Truth of Christ, that is
buried in the Holy Bible:
Doctrines, Mysteries,
Prophetic Revelations,
and Instructions in
Righteousness!
Consequently, at this
Evening Time, the ElijahStar Messenger to this
Laodicean Age, in his Bible
Restoring Message, had to
take the Milk of the Word,
giving us Every Doctrine of
the Early Church that is
contained in the Full
Gospel, together with the
measure of Mysteries of
the Kingdom that he was
given by God to Unveil,
constituting Old Truths,
added to the measure of
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Prophetic Revelations of
the Word that he was also
ordained to carry, along
with Instructions in
Righteousness, in order to
Relay the Solid Foundation
of the Revealed FAITH of
Jesus Christ, which alone
can reproduce the Endtime Original Pure Seed
Bride Church! He had to
come with the Pure Seed of
the True and Original Word,
the Apostolic Revelation of
Jesus Christ, with which he
called out the Elect Bride
Seeds from Spiritual
Babylon, which is the Entire
World of Organised
Religion, thereby fulfilling
Revelation Chapter 18,
verse 4, which
prophetically records:
“And I heard another
voice from heaven”,
(which is the voice of
Elohim, God), “saying,
Come out of her”, (Come
out of Babylon INTO THE
TRUTH), “my people, that
ye be not partakers of her
sins, and that ye receive
not of her plagues.” This
prophetic work of the
Calling-Out of God's Elect
Bride Seeds from Babylon,
by the Apostolic Revelation
of Jesus Christ which
William Branham bore, and
into the Apostolic
Revelation of Jesus Christ
of the Holy Scriptures,
s y n c h r o n i z e d
(harmonized) perfectly with

the Bible Restoring work he
was prophetically ordained
to do, as Elijah. It is just as
Malachi Chapter 4, verse
6B records, but we will
begin from verse 6A, which
provides prophetically:
“And HE” (ELIJAH),
“shall TURN the heart of
the fathers to the
children”, (a part which
was clearly fulfilled by John
the Baptist, as confirmed
by the Angel of the Lord in
Luke 1:17), “and” (Elijah of
this End-time, shall equally
TURN) “the heart of the”
(elect) “children” (of God
at this End-time), “to their
Fathers”, (Meaning, to the
Faith of our Apostolic
Founding Fathers, a
revealed Bible Faith which
also gives us Apostolic
Fathers at this End-time),
“lest I come and smite the
earth with a curse”,
(meaning, before I come
and smite the earth with a
curse on the Day of the
Lord). The Lord helped us
to give a detailed and
complete breakdown of
this prophetic verse of
Scripture in the Scribe,
titled, The Dual Application
Of Malachi 4:6B, Promise
Of Elijah. So, speaking
strictly from the standpoint
of Revelation 18:4, the
Prophet used his Bible
Restoring Message to call
us out of Babylon into the
Original Apostolic Faith,
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and by this same Message,
we were Restored to the
Original Apostolic Faith,
which gives us the True
Revealed Bible Faith of
Jesus Christ, also speaking
from the standpoint of
Malachi 4:6B! That was
why Brother Branham had
to bear, and he indeed
bore, Every Doctrine of the
Early Church, and
Instructions in
righteousness, together
with a divine measure of
Revealed Truths that he
was ordained to carry, from
the pages of the Holy
Scriptures, for the
Universal Bride of Christ,
which gives us Mysteries
and Prophetic Revelations
of God.
Brothers and sisters,
Brother Branham, being
the Elijah-Star Messenger
to this Laodicean Age, a
Major Messenger, this
made him the Principal
Householder Scribe,
carrying the Blueprint of the
Word of God for this Age,
just as Matthew Chapter
13, verse 52, prophetically
records, speaking
exclusively of this Last Age:
“Then said he” (Jesus)
“unto them” (who were his
Apostles), “Therefore
Every Scribe”, (Apostolic
Scribe), “which is
instructed unto the
kingdom of heaven is like
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unto A MAN that is an
Householder”, (the
Principal Householder
Scribe, in the person of the
Elijah-Star Messenger),
“which bringeth forth out
of his Treasure” (Store of
the Holy Bible), “Things”
(Revelations), “NEW”
(TRUTHS), “and OLD”
(TRUTHS). This prophetic
Scripture lets us see that
the Elijah to this Age,
prophetically referred to as
“An Householder”, was
the Principal Scribe to
L a o d i c e a , T H E
STANDARD SCRIBE. We
brought out this truth in the
Scribe, titled, The
Householder. That was
precisely why Brother
Branham, as Elijah-Star
Messenger to this Seventh
Age, the Principal
Householder Scribe,
whose Bible Restoring
Message forms a scaffold
around the true revelation
of Jesus Christ to this Age,
had to carry Every
Apostolic Doctrine of the
Early Church, with
Instructions in
righteousness, along with
Mysteries, and Prophecies
of the Holy Bible, in order to
Relay the Foundation of
Revealed FAITH that
produced THE FIRST
CHURCH, The Early
Church, so that it can
reproduce THE END-TIME
CHURCH! There is no

other way, for Every Seed
produces after its kind, and
as such, it takes the Pure
and Original Seed of the
Word which Produced the
Early Church, to
Reproduce the End-time
Original Seed Church! It is
for this very reason that in
the Mystery of the Bride
Tree recorded in Mark
4:26-29, Brother
Branham's Message
constitutes the Tassel, for
his Bible Restoring
Message carried the
Pollinating Grain, or
Fertilizing Germ, that alone
can Reproduce, and will
Reproduce, the Pure and
Original Seed Bride
Church! May I warn you in
all sincerity, that at this
Evening Time, someone
had to carry the germ of the
Original Life, which is that
Pure and Unadulterated
Seed of the Word of God, in
a Religious World that has
gone headlong into
following mere sensations,
regardless of how
unscriptural and ridiculous
the sensations may well be,
and even if they are
induced by sorcery; in a
religious world where they
are following creeds,
dogma, carnal traditions,
and ideas of men; in a
religious world where they
flagrantly and blatantly
trample upon the Word of
God, and are wilfully
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desecrating the Word of
God, Christians so-called,
only have itching ears, and
have turned their ears from
the Truth, and turned them
unto fables; in a religious
world where preachers are
ten-a-penny, and they carry
only a material message, a
message of “mammon”
(money), giving Church
goers carnal prosperity,
which is clearly Antichrist,
very sad and troubling
realities leading people
nowhere near heaven!
Someone had to carry that
germ of the Original Life,
and the choice is God's and
God's alone, for He is
sovereign! That was why
when God anointed
Brother Branham, just as I
stated earlier, there is No
attribute of the Truth of the
Holy Bible that he did not
touch. Brothers and sisters,
he gathered up Every
Major Doctrine that Apostle
Paul had sown for The
Ephesian Church:
Justification by Faith;
Sanctification; Water
Baptism by Full immersion
in the name of Jesus Christ;
Baptism of the Holy Spirit,
which gives us the New
Birth; the Eternal Security
of a Holy Ghost-filled
Believer; Election and
Predestination; No Eternal
Hell; No Women
Preachers; The Second
Coming of Christ; The
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Mystical Return of Christ;
The Millennial Reign; The
Eternal Age, etcetera. He
also opened up Prophecies
of the Holy Bible, thereby
posting the Bride ahead,
and he pointed us to the
coming Jewish Prophets,
Moses and Elijah. God
used him to open up
Mysteries, and he took us
to the Garden of Eden, and
unveiled the Mystery of the
Original Sin, and of the
Serpent Seed. Before his
day, ALL we knew was that
man fell, but we did not
understand the particular
sin that caused the Fall, for
it was still a Mystery.
Brothers and sisters, when
we say we need
redemption, because we
Fell, and yet, we do not
understand the instrument
of the Fall, and how the Fall
actually came about, then
our understanding of
redemption is limited!
Because merely knowing
we need redemption,
without knowing the culprit
of the Fall, or exactly what
happened in the Garden
of Eden, gives our
understanding a big
question mark, a
great gap of revelatory
understanding! For the
material question remains:
Who caused the Fall, and
exactly what was that
Original Sin?! You say
Adam and Eve ate apples,

but we are eating more
apples today, and yet,
women are walking naked
in the streets around the
world, and they do not
realise that they are naked!
Brothers and sisters, Elijah
Unveiled the Mystery of the
Original Sin, showing what
caused the Fall of man, and
he also identified the culprit
of the Fall, thereby opening
up our understanding of
God's Great Plan of
Redemption. He built a
Message Framework
around the revelation of
Jesus Christ that he bore,
out of which came every
other subsequent Truth,
because he made mere
statements that relate to
these issues, more like
what we call, Loose-Ends.
Saints of God, the Lord
used him to open a door for
the first time, a door of
divine accessibility to the
deep and precious
prophetic revelations that
are buried in the
Apocalypse, because God
gave him the code, the key,
that unlocked this Book.
In March 1963, a
constellation of Seven
Angels came to him, and
they opened a revelatory
door, and this divine
encounter changed the
whole ball game for the
Word Bride! It was a
gamechanger, and the
prophetic revelation that
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the Bride of Christ received
i n t h a t d a y, s e t h e r
completely apart from
every other class of people,
in the entire religious world!
That is exactly why tonight,
it takes The Elect Bride to
go into the Book of
Revelation, and just how
we love it! It is ALL
because God anointed a
man, Elijah, the First
Scribe, the Principal
Scribe, the Star Messenger
to this Age, a Major
Messenger, and used him
to open up a door of divine
access into the deep and
complex revelations that
are buried in this Prophetic
Book, to a measure,
because he did not Unveil
everything! Nevertheless,
the highest phase of his
Ministry was “THE THIRD
PULL” that he bore, a
phase we have also
presented on our chart, for
by The Third Pull, the door
of divine accessibility to the
deep and precious things of
the Word of God, was
opened up for the Universal
Bride. Church, if it were not
for that man, under Jesus
Christ, every last one of us
would have been members
of the World Council of
Churches, (The WCC),
which is “The Image of the
Beast”, for we would have
banded together with
Apostate Christendom,
ALL because we would just
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have had no clue!
Particularly in a day where
Christians are being
butchered mindlessly
around the globe, even in
the Northern part of
Nigeria, with the News
Media keeping completely
quiet about it! It is a fact,
and a terrible reality that
many Christians are facing
today around the globe!
Saints of God, we are not
afraid of their butchering,
because we know exactly
where we are going! But do
they know where they are
going?! After they have
killed Christians in
dastardly ways, do these
Islamic hordes really know
where they are going?!
Brothers and sisters, we
have a sure Word of
promise that we are coming
out of the grave! Therefore,
we are not afraid of how we
go in, for it is how we come
out that matters! Everyone
goes in, but how are you
coming out?! That is the
issue! Brothers and sisters,
speaking scientifically, we
must know that Matter,
which is anything material
that has mass, and
takes up space, is
indestructible, simply
indestructible, because it
has a God-given energy!
According to the law of
science, there are three
states of matter: Solid,
liquid, and gas, and there is

none of you can destroy.
Yo u c a n c h a n g e i t s
composition, its state, but
you cannot destroy matter!
As such, it is immaterial
how someone dies, as long
as we die in the Lord Jesus!
Many saints of God were
fed to lions, eaten by lions,
for many martyrs ended up
in the belly of lions, and
became part of the lion's
constitution. Eventually
those lions died and went
into the ground, turning
back to the earth. On that
glorious resurrection
morning, God will call for
His saints, and the matter
of their bodies will
reconstitute, and they will
simply come out of the
graves, for matter just
cannot be destroyed! This
lets us know that whatever
God does, is forever, and
as such, we have
absolutely nothing to fear,
for we are serving the living
God! There is none beside
Him, and there is none like
Him! I make my boast in
Elohim tonight, the God of
Israel, the Lord God
Almighty, the God of ALL
Creation! So, it does not
matter how we die.
According to medical
science, ninety-nine
percent of the human body
is made up of just six
elements: Oxygen,
hydrogen, nitrogen,
carbon, calcium, and
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phosphorous, whilst five
other elements account for
the balance of our body
c o m p o s i t i o n , n a m e l y,
Sulphur, potassium,
sodium, chlorine, and
magnesium, and these
eleven elements are ALL
essential elements.
Brothers and sisters, God
will simply call for us, and
ALL the matter of our
bodies will come back
together. It reminds me of
what took place in the
valley of dry bones, as
recorded in the Book of
Ezekiel Chapter 37, where
bone, just like matter,
began to seek bone, bone
began to seek bone, and
they began to come
together, reconstituting
themselves, as God began
returning everything back
to their original estate, and
out of the graves, the
Nation of Israel came forth,
right here at this End Time,
just as the sleeping Bride
saints will similarly come
forth from the grave, on that
glorious resurrection
morning! Halleluiah! They
will come out with glorified
bodies, and stand in the
awesome glory and
majesty of Christ's
resurrection! We serve the
Only Living God, and there
is No God like our God!
There is None like Him, for
HE IS GOD ALONE! HAVE
FAITH IN GOD! We are not
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serving a memory, and
neither are we serving a
historical God, for our God
is not a dead God! He has
not gone on a journey, for
He does not travel, and
neither does He slumber
nor sleep! He is THE
GREAT “I AM THAT I AM”,
the Ever-Present Tense
Living God! Give God the
praise! Halleluiah! Amen!
And let me tell you tonight,
at the end of ALL these
Islamic Jihadists
persecuting and butchering
Christians, they are ALL still
going to bow to the Pope of
Rome, and take “The Mark
of the Beast”! Think about
it! So, we know their end,
and as such, we are not
worried! (Brother Amos
bursts out singing):
Have faith in God, Have
faith in God
Have faith in God (for
deliverance)
Have faith in God
Have faith in God, Have
faith in God
Have faith in God (for
protection)
Have faith in God.
It is well with the Bride!
The Holy Bible declares
in Isaiah Chapter 3,
verses 10-11: “Say ye to
the righteous, THAT IT
SHALL BE WELL WITH
HIM: for they shall eat the
Fruit of their doings. Woe
unto the wicked! IT

SHALL BE ILL WITH HIM:
for the reward of his
hands shall be given
him.” It is well with our
souls, saints of God, for we
have nothing to fear, as we
are on the side of he who is
“The Amen”! Brothers and
sisters, we do not fear
those who can kill only this
fleshly body, and after they
have killed it, there is
nothing more they can do!
We fear He, who not only
can kill the body, but can
also kill the soul! That is
who we fear, and that is
God Almighty! But we do
not fear these men that
carry machetes and suicide
vests to kill, in the name of
Jihad, in the name of Allah,
we definitely do not fear
them! If it is my head they
want, they are free to take
it! Let them do me a favour,
and make me a martyr!
What is in this world after
ALL, this utterly vain,
meaningless, and horrible
world?! This evil, wicked
world; a degenerate and
morally bankrupt world;
one filled with moral
debauchery and senseless
violence, a world filled with
hate, wickedness, and utter
iniquity, a world ruled by
Satan! What is here, in this
vain and evil world, for us to
fear facing death?! We are
not Christians who fear
death! Forget it! Because
this is not our world; this
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world is not our home! And
we are not preachers of
money and materialism,
who are building an empire
on a planet that is on its way
out, for we are pilgrims
here! Brothers and sisters,
we know who we are, and
we know exactly where we
are going, for we are going
home to heaven, and it is
ALL by the sheer grace of
God! Nevertheless, they
will find out one of these
days, that God will judge
iniquity, ALL the iniquity of
man, and He will judge it
real good!
Brothers and sisters, we
are making a crucial point.
Coming back to our chart,
(Brother Amos points to the
chart), it took this man,
William Branham, Elijah,
who was the 1st Scribe,
the Principal Scribe, being
the Star Messenger to this
Laodicean Age, a Major
Messenger (Mjr. Msgr.), to
open up the door of divine
accessibility to the Book of
Revelation, and as I stated
earlier, that was a
gamechanger! He brought
us out of the Entire World of
Organised Religion, a
world of total religious
Darkness, for by his Bible
Restoring Message, we
were called out, and
brought into “Goshen”,
spiritual Goshen! (Brother
Amos sings):
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I've reached the land of
corn and wine,
And all its riches freely
mine;
Here shines undimmed
one blissful day,
For all my night has passed
away.
Chorus
O Beulah Land, sweet
Beulah Land,
As on Thy highest mount I
stand,
I look away across the sea,
Where mansions are
prepared for me,
And view the shining glory
shore,
My heaven my home,
forevermore!
Halleluiah! This is Beulah
Land! He brought us into
the land of “Goshen”,
where there is only Light
and Life! There is Light AT
THIS EVENING TIME! For
whilst there is Famine out
there in Christendom,
Acute Famine of hearing
the True Word of God, on
the other hand, we are
feasting sumptuously on
the Ever-Fresh Carcase of
the Word of God! This
made the Branham
Ta b e r n a c l e , t h e
Lighthouse, or the Corn
Storehouse, or the Bread
Basket, or the Water
Source, where the EverFresh Fountain of
Revealed Truth was
Flowing, for the Universal
Bride! Oh, my! I thank God

for that man, for he was
used to Lift the Universal
Bride onto the First
Revelatory Plateau here on
our chart, giving us the First
Revelatory Measure, under
THE THIRD PULL!
However, brothers and
sisters, on Christmas Eve,
December 24, 1965, God
called him home. Now
listen to me very closely.
When God called that man
home, leaving the Bride of
Christ here, we most
certainly had not yet
attained the Revelational
Fullness of Jesus Christ!
Consequently, in that day,
we were still faced with the
standard of Ephesians
4:13, that we must attain
“unto the measure of the
stature of THE FULNESS
OF CHRIST”, through the
application of Ephesians
5:26-27, “the washing of
water BY THE WORD,
That he” (Jesus Christ)
“might present it to
himself A Glorious
Church…”, a work
reserved exclusively for the
Original Ephesian Fivefold
Ministry! It means in
essence, that attaining the
Revelational Fullness of
Christ still demanded that
the Lord opened up the
Fountain of the EverFlowing, and Ever-Fresh
Water of the Word,
somewhere else on earth,
for the continual and
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meaningful washing of the
Bride! Let me, therefore,
say this tonight, when we
look at the Scribes in
Matthew 13:52, there is no
one in the entire religious
world, including the
mainstream Branham
Movement, that have a clue
about that prophetic verse
of Scripture, for they do not
know what it means, except
the Elect Bride, who are
following Jesus Christ in his
Present and Continuous
revelation of the Holy
Scriptures! The Lord
helped us to set forth this
truth, and we tied it together
with other material
passages of prophetic
Scriptures, when we were
producing the Scribes on
The Seven Church Ages,
which we titled, The
Revelation Of Jesus Christ
To The Church Ages. And
because this is our Age,
and also because we have
moved on much further in
time, you must understand
that we have received
much more than the
measure of revelation
which Brother Branham
brought, in order to obtain
R e v e l a t i o n a l
Completioness, in this
Seventh and Final Age!
Furthermore, we must also
understand, that the
Unveiling of Truth for the
Word Bride, has to be done
without the prophetic
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“Fan” of Matthew 3:12,
which worked majorly in the
Ministry of Elijah, which are
the Dual Statements and
the Counter-Quotes on
issues of Truth, which only
creates confusion, and
hence, blocks and negates
the divine objective of
obtaining revelational
Unity! Therefore, the
presentation of Truth has to
be without any “Boxed
revelations”, which are
things taught ahead of the
divinely ordained hour of its
True Unveiling, giving us
traditional conceptions of
the Word, teachings which
now become stumbling
blocks, stones of offence,
creating revelatory
confusion, ALL contrary to
the provisions of
Ephesians 4:11-13, which
demands perfect
revelatory harmony, and
absolute consistency in the
projection of Truth,
ensuring “The Unity of
THE FAITH”! So, with the
death of our Elijah, and with
his Bible Restoring
Message filled with the
prophetic “Fan”, and also
with “Boxed revelations”,
the Lord had to do
something to bring clarity to
Truth, IF the divine
provisions of Ephesians
4:13, is not to be a nullity!
You will ALL agree with me,
that at this hour of Harvest,
we must not only have a

Bible Message that is
completely free of ALL
“FAN”, and also free of
“Boxed revelations”, with
Truth being presented in
utter simplicity, and with
absolute crystal-clarity,
ensuring “The Unity of
THE FAITH”, but the
Revelation Light of the
Universal Bride of Christ
also has to be much
deeper, much brighter,
much richer, and presented
with absolute revelational
depth! For the realisation of
this most crucial and great
divine objective, therefore,
is precisely why the Lord
Jesus was inspired by the
Spirit of God in 33 A.D., to
set forth the prophetic
parable of the Scribes, a
key parable that the
Branham Movement do not
have any clue about! For in
Matthew Chapter 13, verse
52, “EVERY SCRIBE”
referred to therein, Scribes
who are TUTORED and
LIKENED to “A Man that is
AN HOUSEHOLDER”, are
Apostolic Scribes, and they
a r e p r e c i s e l y Tw o
Consecutive Lead
Apostolic Scribes, men
who are Successive Minor
Messengers to this Last
Age! We brought out this
very Truth in our Scribe,
titled, The Three Scribes,
and most especially in our
Scribe, titled, The
Householder. Brothers
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and sisters, with the
passing away of Brother
Branham, the Principal
Householder Scribe, in
December 1965, what the
Movement do not want to
understand, ALL out of
wilful Unbelief, is that there
is a statural Revelational
Fullness of Jesus Christ
that the True Bride must
conform unto, a
R e v e l a t i o n a l
Completeness that the
living Universal Bride, must
and will obtain! Therefore,
in 1966, God Lifted a
Standard, and anointed
another man in the place of
William Branham, giving us
the Second Scribe, An
Apostolic Scribe, PAUL,
The Chief Apostle of this
End-time. He was the First
Ministry Fruit of Elijah's
Ministry, for he was a man
who was tutored under the
Prophet's Ministry, and was
established in “The Faith”,
the Restored Bible Faith. In
other words, ELIJAH
handed us over to the First
Apostolic Father of the End
Time, our PAUL, the Chief
Apostle, or “The Apostle”,
the man Raymond
Jackson! Brother Jackson
occupied the Beginning
Office of the Apostolic Fold
of Ministry, which is the
office of Saint Paul, “The
Apostle of the Gentiles”,
thus bringing us to the hour
of Apostles, Original
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Apostles! As the Second
Scribe, he was a Minor
Messenger (Mnr. Msgr.),
to this Age, and his
Apostolic Ministry was
used by the Spirit of God to
bring us higher, in this
Second Phase, right up to
this level, (Brother Amos
points to the chart), this
Second Revelational
Level, immediately above
Elijah's Level, under the
Revelational Measure.
When the Chief Apostle
came, he also took the
same Truths of Elijah, the
Doctrines, the Mysteries,
the Prophetic revelations
that Elijah bore, along with
Instructions in
righteousness, “Things
Old”, OLD TRUTHS, and
polished them up,
brightening the Message of
Christ that we had received
from Brother Branham. For
instance, he straightened
out the Truth on the
Godhead, because many
times, the projection of
Brother Branham on the
Godhead bordered on
extremity. Since about
ninety-nine percent of
people in Christendom are
Trinitarians, which is an
extreme, in swinging the
pendulum of Truth on this
subject back, he also
swung it to the other
extreme, in most of his
sermons. It took Brother
Jackson to swing it back,

striking a perfect scriptural
balance on the Godhead,
giving us One God, who is
the God and Father of our
Saviour Jesus Christ! He
also came with the same
Instructions in
Righteousness, and
polished them up. When it
comes to Bible Mysteries,
there are many Mysteries
that Brother Branham did
not touch, and there were
also some that he touched
only to a measure, because
the revelation of the Lord
comes in folds. Let me give
you an example, because I
speak the truth, and lie not.
The material question is,
how do you teach the
Mystery of the Original Sin,
when your understanding
of the Original Sin is
incomplete? For instance,
Brother Branham was used
by the Spirit of the Lord, to
let us know that the Original
Sin was Sex. But then, the
question that necessarily
follows, is this: Was it really
sin for Adam to have had
Sex with his wife, Eve? The
answer is a big, No,
because Eve was his
legitimate spouse, his wife!
And we say this on the full
authority of Genesis 1:28,
and Genesis 2:24, which
gives us nothing but
genetic reproduction,
natural reproduction, which
is to be carried out strictly
by Sex between a man and
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his wife, that is, between
Adam and Eve! Do not
forget that this
Reproduction Commission
was given, ever before the
Fall took place! However,
Brother Branham said the
Original Sin was Sex. Here
came the revelation that
Brother Jackson bore by
the Spirit of the Lord,
adding Further Light, in
order to settle this issue
once and for all. The Lord
gave him the revelation of
the Two Trees in the midst
of the Garden of Eden, Two
Figurative Trees, which
gives us nothing but the
Two Laws of Eden! These
Two Laws were tied to their
R e p r o d u c t i o n
Commission, and they
controlled their access to
the Garden, giving us, Sex
Strictly For Procreation,
which was the right way, for
it gave us the Tree of Life,
and Sex Strictly For
Pleasure, which was the
wrong way, for it gave us
the Tree of knowledge of
good and evil! By the added
revelation, we were made
to scripturally see that THE
ORIGINAL SIN was Sex
Strictly for Pleasure, when
it should have been Sex
Strictly For Reproduction
(Procreation), as it still
obtains in ALL other
creations of God as we
speak today, whether
animals, birds, fishes, and
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insects! Which is precisely
why human beings are a
million times worse than
dogs, for they are
extremely promiscuous! I
do not say this to be rude,
but the fact remains that
human beings have the
intimate relationship any
day, anytime, anywhere,
and everywhere, and it is
ALL because of the Original
Sin! Just look at the scale in
which human beings have
taken sex to today, for utter
moral debauchery and
depravity is staring you
right in the face, total moral
degeneration, moral
perversion, for they have
even lost appetite for the
opposite gender! Now, it is
man with man, and woman
with woman, and how they
glory in their shameful and
abominable sexual
desires, because they are
reprobate minded! The
Lord God has given them
over to reprobate
mindedness, to do things
that are strange and
unnatural, abominable
sexual acts, perverse
sexual desires, even with
animals, and with strange
objects! And how they glory
in it, and how they defy God
and His Word with it! And as
true believers, we also defy
their abominable iniquity,
and call it what the Holy
Bible calls it: An
“Abomination”! They can

call us any name they want
to, such as homophobic,
we care less for that!
Brothers and sisters, a True
Christian is inherently
homophobic, and is
expected by the Lord to be
homophobic, disgusted by
ALL forms of sexual
perversion and moral
depravity! Not be able to
call sin by its name, is to
gag the preaching of the
Gospel of Jesus Christ,
which is the Gospel of Life,
for it condemns iniquity,
ALL iniquity, asking ALL
men to repent and be
saved! If they want to take
us to court, they can take
us! If they went to throw us
in jail, we are ready for their
jail, because we know
where we are going!
(Brother Amos bursts out
singing):
This world is not my home,
I'm just a-passing through
My treasurers are laid up
somewhere beyond the
blue
The angels beckon me
from heaven's open door
And I can't feel at home in
this world anymore.
O Lord you know I have no
friend like you
If heaven's not my home,
then Lord what will I do?
The angels beckon me
from heaven's open door
And I can't feel at home in
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this world anymore.
What is in this evil and
demonic world?! I am sick
and tired of it! Now in the
West, they teach children in
primary schools how to
accept transgenderism,
and how to make that
change, and also, how to
love homosexuality! They
have built these acts of
depravity into the children's
school curriculum, to make
it normal and acceptable,
and you ALL know it is
nothing but the operations
of demons, for it is
downright demonology!
Satan has completely
taken over the human
society! So, is this where I
want to live?! I do not want
to live in Sodom and
Gomorrah! I want to go
home, for home is where I
want to be, and that is
heaven! Brothers and
sisters, without the
revelation of the Two Trees
of Eden, our understanding
of the Original Sin is limited
and incomplete! In fact, it
takes the revelational
understanding of the Two
Trees, to establish the
Original Sin by the Holy
Scriptures, making it
crystal-clear and watertight, and this Further Light
came through Brother
Jackson, the Chief Apostle!
What they obviously do not
understand in the Branham
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Movement, is that there is a
R e v e l a t i o n a l
Completeness that we
must obtain, and honestly
speaking, they do not care!
As we stated before, when
Brother Branham came,
there were many Truths,
Mysteries that are in the
same Book of Genesis, he
never touched. For
instance, one day, he made
a statement, as somebody
had asked him: “Brother
Branham, do you believe
that this world was created
in six days of 24 hours
each?” Brother Branham
replied: “Of course not; I do
not believe that.” Brother
Branham added, “The
seeds have been lying
there from another Age.”
He never elaborated on it,
never broke it down, and he
never preached on it. Then
here came Brother
Jackson, and by the divine
revelation that he had
received from the Spirit of
the Lord, he took us back to
the Book of Genesis
Chapter 1, and made us
see the Prehistoric World
that was buried between
verse 1 and verse 2! He
took us straight to the
commission of Adam in
verse 28, to reinforce this
Truth, when God
commissioned him,
declaring: “… Be Fruitful,
and Multiply, and
REPLENISH the earth”!

You do not say replenish, if
the world before had not
been plenished or filled
with creatures of God! You
cannot enter my home, and
when I have not even given
you anything to drink, I will
now say: “Do I refill your
glass?” For me to ask you,
“Do you want me to refill
your glass?”, I must have
filled your glass before! If I
have not given you a drink
before, then I cannot say,
“Can I refill your glass?!”
God said to Adam,
“Replenish” (Refill) “the
earth”, and God is the
author of language!
Remember, Genesis is the
Seed Chapter, and it was
inspired by God! So, the
material question is, why
was Adam and Eve asked
to REPLENISH or REFILL
the planet? What was here
before the Era of Adam and
Eve?! This revelation
brings us to The Prehistoric
Kingdom, in that world of
Dinosaurs and Prehistoric
Man, with the Neanderthal
man, who was part of that
Animal Kingdom, and was
the head of that animal
kingdom! The Chief Apostle
also went into other
prophetic Scriptures in the
Books of Isaiah and
Ezekiel, to reinforce this
Truth, and what a perfect
revelation he bore! By the
time he laid it ALL out, the
Truth came alive, and we
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could only bless that name
of the Lord for this Further
Light, because by it, we can
now see The Testing And
Fall of Satan, a Truth we
laid out in our Scribe, titled,
Genesis: The Eden Of
Angels! Brother Jackson
was also used to Unveil the
Mysteries of the kingdom
that were buried in Seven
of the Eight Parables of
Matthew 13. Looking at the
Woman of Revelation
Chapter 12, one time,
Brother Branham called it
The Church, and another
time, he called it the Nation
of Israel, running for her
life, and it cannot be both!
Nevertheless, it is a
prophetic passage Brother
Branham never broke
down, in order to give us
the prophetic revelation
contained therein. So,
where do we go with the
mere statements of the
Prophet, which he did not
establish by the Word? One
night, however, God gave
Brother Jackson a dream,
and as he looked, here
came twelve birds, which
flew and settled on one
tree. He was looking at
them, when he heard
another sound, a flurry of
feathers, and here came
another set of twelve birds,
and they settled on another
tree. Then he heard a
voice, saying to this effect:
“Now we will open up the
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Book of Revelation
Chapter 12, and Daniel
Chapter 12.” Halleluiah!
So, upon waking from that
dream, Brother Jackson
realised that Daniel 12,
which relates to the Nation
of Israel, firmly ties in with
Revelation 12, for it also
deals with the Nation of
Israel, and this prophetic
revelation just opened up! I
am saying ALL that to prove
that Brother Branham did
not preach it ALL, for he did
not bear Revelational
Completeness! He most
certainly did not bear the
Revelational Fullness of
Jesus Christ, for his
Message did not contain
every iota of TRUTH that
the Bride of Christ needs to
come to that point of
R e v e l a t i o n a l
Completeness, although
you just cannot tell the
Movement this, because,
as chronic idolaters, they
have been stripped,
completely stripped, and
derailed from the Pathway
of Revealed Faith! They
followed the End-time
Moses, our Deliverer from
Babylon, totally
dispossessed of the
revelation of what he bore,
just as the Jewish “mixed
multitude” who followed
Moses, were totally
dispossessed, and
derailed in the wilderness,
as they ALL perished for

their Unbelief! They heard
the words of Moses, but
what they heard did not mix
with the faith in their hearts,
meaning they did not
possess its revelation, and
hence, they paid an eternal
price for their Unbelief!
They died in the flesh, not
entering the Promised
Land, and they will
likewise, never enter the
Eternal Rest of God, which
is precisely why it is written
in Hebrews Chapter 3,
verses 18-19: “And to
whom sware He” (God)
“that they should not
enter into His Rest, but to
them that believed not?
So we see that they could
not enter in because OF
UNBELIEF.” They missed
Canaan Land, and they
also missed Eternal Life!
And Brother Branham took
this very grave thought, a
grave reality, and applied it
to his followership, when he
preached a message,
titled, One In A Million. It
projected that as two
million strong had followed
Moses, and only two,
Joshua and Caleb, an
extremely miniscule
number, made it through,
so will it apply to the people
following his Message! It is
just as it is written in Luke
Chapter 12, verse 32:
“Fear Not, LITTLE
FLOCK; for it is your
Father's good pleasure to
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give you the kingdom.”
For it is indeed “A Little
Flock”, God's Elect
Remnant Gentile Seeds,
that will possess the
kingdom in the End, just as
only an Elect Remnant
Jewish Seeds, will equally
possess the kingdom!
(Rom. 9:27).
Brothers and sisters, I am
making a crucial point, and
that is that God moved on
revelationally after Elijah,
because through Raymond
Jackson, the Chief Apostle,
in his Local Assembly, Faith
Assembly, in Jeffersonville,
Indiana, the Lord opened
up a subsequent Fountain
of Ever-Fresh, and EverFlowing Water of the Word,
and shut down the One of
Branham Tabernacle, in
order to eventually bring
the Bride of Christ to
Christ's Revelational
Fullness. That was why
Brother Branham only
brought the Universal Bride
to the First Revelational
Level on our chart, and the
fact that he did not Unveil
ALL Mysteries and
Prophetic revelations of
Christ, vindicates this truth!
Look at it, when we are
considering the Prophetic
revelation of Jesus Christ
that Brother Branham bore,
precisely on 22nd August
1965, which was just four
months before he passed
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away, in his message,
titled, A Thinking Man's
Filter, paragraph 12,
Brother Branham stated:
“So we are trusting to the
Lord Jesus now that He
will bless our efforts
together tonight, as
across the Nation we try
to join this part of THE
BODY OF CHRIST, that I
have been given THE
RIGHT TO FEED HIS
SHEEP.” (Which is the
divine authority to handle
the Word of God, and break
the Bread of Life). “And I
would only do the very
best of my knowledge, in
giving out the right Food
that I know for the
sheep.” (Now listen to the
desire the Prophet now
expressed): “And I'm
anxiously waiting for the
hour to where we can ALL
congregate in One Place
and preach on those
Seven Plagues, and
SEVEN VIALS, and THE
TRUMPETS, and so forth.
They ALL happen right in
a cluster. That's the
reason it'll take us about
a Week, Ten Days or
more, to get through it in
One Single Meeting, if we
can. Think it's very
sufficient.” However, the
Lord did not give him this
privilege, simply because
this portion of Christ's
Prophetic revelation was
not ordained for him to

bear, and hence, he never
preached on The Seven
Trumpets, or on The Three
Woes, and neither did he
preach on The Seven Vials!
The Unveiling of these
three great prophetic
subjects would later come,
through the Lord's chosen
vessels anointed to carry
this Light to the Universal
Bride of Christ, beginning
with Brother Jackson, “The
Apostle”! This confirms
that Brother Branham did
not lay out or Unveil every
prophetic revelation of
Jesus Christ that was
written to the Gentile Bride
in 96 A.D., as he only bore
his divinely allotted share,
his revelational measure,
leaving the balance to
the subsequent and
successive Lead
Ministries, consecutive
Apostolic Scribes! Again, in
March 1963, when he was
preaching a message,
titled, The Seventh Seal, he
said that something flew
before him in an unknown
tongue relating to the
Seven Thunders, which he
could not interpret, just as
Prophet Daniel had heard
prophetic declarations
which the Angels made in
the spirit, but he
understood nothing of the
things he heard. (Dan.
12:8-9). In paragraph 247248, Brother Branham
declared: “I've said some
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things, might have been
kind of strange to some
people. But when God
comes around, behind It,
and vindicates It and
says It's the Truth, then
that's God's Word. See?
It may seem strange, that
way. See? And now, as
certain as I stand in the
platform tonight, I had
the revelation that
revealed. IT'S IN A
THREEFOLD MANNER.
That I will speak to you,
by God's help, of A FOLD
OF IT…” Again, just as we
pointed out earlier, moving
up to paragraphs 299-300,
speaking about the Third
Pull, Brother Branham
similarly openly admitted:
“And just then He” (the
Angel of the Lord) “picked
me up. He took me up,
and sit me way up high, to
where a meeting was
going on. Looked like a
Tent or a Cathedral, of
some sort. And I looked,
and there was a little box,
like, little place over in
the side. And I seen that
Light was talking to
SOMEBODY, ABOVE ME,
that Light that you see
there on the picture. It
whirled away from me,
like that, and went over
that Tent. And said, “I'll
meet you there.” And
said, “This will be The
Third Pull, and you won't
tell It to nobody.” And in
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Sabino Canyon, He said,
“THIS IS THE THIRD
PULL.” And there's
THREE GREAT THINGS
THAT GOES WITH IT. And
One Unfolded Yesterday;
the other One Unfolded
Today; and there's One
Thing that I cannot
interpret”, (the Third One,
the Third Great Thing),
“because it's in An
UNKNOWN LANGUAGE.
But I stand right there
and looked right straight
at It. AND THIS IS THE
THIRD PULL COMING
UP” (IN THE FUTURE).
“[Brother Branham
knocks on the pulpit
three times—Editor.] And
the Holy Spirit of God…
Oh, my! THAT'S THE
REASON ALL HEAVEN
W A S S I L E N T. ” T h e
Prophet tied the
“unknown tongue” firmly
to the Heavenly Silence,
which will be ignited at the
Breaking of the Seventh
Seal, as recorded in
Revelation 8:1! So, I ask
you in ALL sincerity: Did
Brother Branham still
preach it ALL? No, he most
certainly did not! Because
the man openly and plainly
confessed that he only had
the revelation of One-Fold
of this Three-Fold Mystery
of the Seventh Seal, and
also that the Third Pull
carries on till the Heavenly
Silence, at the Opening of

the Seventh Seal, where
we will have the Third and
Final Great Thing of The
Third Pull! Brothers and
sisters, I say ALL that to
make a very material point,
and then we will close
tonight, and finish up on
Sunday, the Lord helping
us. Saints of God, we must
understand that ALL that
Brother Branham brought,
which Re-laid the Original
Apostolic Foundation of
Jesus Christ, for the
Reproduction of the Pure
and Original Seed Church,
did not contain Every
Revelation of TRUTH that
will make for Revelational
Completeness! The
Branham Movement
carnally go into Revelation
Chapter 10, verse 7, which
relates to the Ministry of
Brother Branham, to make
“The Mystery” stated
therein, which is a Definite
and Singular Mystery, to
mean Plural Mysteries of
Christ, which is a blatant
Untruth! Revelation
Chapter 10, verse 7
records: “But in the days
of the Voice of the
Seventh Angel”, (the Star
Messenger to the Seventh
Church Age), “when he
shall begin to sound”,
(when his Message begins
to be published around the
globe), “The Mystery OF
GOD” (Singular, Not Plural
Mysteries, but One Definite
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Mystery OF GOD),
“should be finished”,
(completed), “as He”
(God) “hath declared to
His servants the
Prophets” (of Old). The
particular and specific
Singular Mystery of God
that this prophetic verse
gives us, is the Mystery of
the grafting of the Gentiles
into the Tree of Life, that we
might be One Body with the
Elect Jews. Therefore, this
Mystery, is nothing but a
Mystery of Universal
Salvation, A Mystery which
Saint Paul clearly spelt out
in Ephesians 3:1-6, and
that settles it!
Brothers and sisters, even
if you want to claim that
Brother Branham preached
ALL the Mysteries of God,
the man just openly
admitted that he did not
have the revelation of TwoFolds, of the Seventh Seal
Three-Fold Mystery! And it
is also an irrefutable fact,
that he also did not preach
on or teach The Seven
Trumpets, or The Three
Woes, or The Seven Vials,
laid out in the Book of
Revelation! So, even by his
own admission, and by the
content of his Message, it is
an incontrovertible fact that
Brother Branham did not
preach it all! And what is
more, he even pointed
forward! Look at what he
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said in January 1963. We
ALL know this quote, but
please allow me to share it
again tonight, since we are
talking about Revelational
Completeness,
particularly because it is
extremely relevant to this
message. Look at what the
Prophet said on 18th
January 1963, in his
message, titled, Spirit of
Truth, paragraph 43, where
he declared plainly and
categorically: “It may be
my going-home time. It
looks very much that
way. If it is”, (if it is true that
the Lord will call me home),
“there WILL RISE
somebody after me,
T H AT ' L L TA K E T H E
MESSAGE ON. He'll be an
odd PERSON, but he'll
rise after this AND TAKE
THE MESSAGE ON. And
you listen to it. As long as
it's Scripture, STAY WITH
IT.” Meaning, “Do not
reject his Continuing Bible
Message of Jesus Christ,
simply because I did not
touch on the subjects he
bears from the pages of the
Holy Scriptures! Do not turn
it down, just because I was
not the one that was used
to Unveil it! For as long as it
is solidly Bible based,
“STAY WITH IT”, because
that is what Moves the
Bride of Christ to another
Revelatory Level, the Next
Revelatory Level!”

Brothers and sisters, the
Ministry of the End-time
PAUL as the Second
Scribe, gives us the
Second Revelatory Level,
and it is precisely what we
have portrayed right here,
(Brother Amos points to the
chart), on the extreme right
section, under the heading,
Revelational Measure.
Church, this Bible based
inspired prophetic quote of
Elijah, is an admission that
Brother Branham did not
carry the Fullness of
Christ's Revelational
Image! It is a clear-cut open
admission that he did not
carry the Full Extent of the
Standard of the revelation
of Jesus Christ ordained for
the Elect Universal Bride!
Full stop! And until we get to
that point of revelational
completion, we have to
keep moving on with the
Lord Jesus, in the divine
revelation of his Word, and
we will most certainly just
keep moving on! It is very
obvious that the Movement
are not hearing the
Prophet, and it is ALL
because of the chronic
Unbelief that rules their
hearts! Again, look at what
Elijah said on December
19th, 1954, in his message,
titled, Divine Healing,
paragraphs 233-234: “…
You can sit in your
Church and hear Dr.
Church and them, the
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very doctrines of the
same Church that
believed the same thing,
denies the Bible being
inspired. God have
mercy. I don't want No
organization. But help
me to live so that in my
generation… I'll not
stand in another
generation. I'll have
nothing to judge them. I'll
not have to stand the
judgment with them. But
I'll have to stand the
judgment with men and
women who I've lived
with. That's where it
counts, yonder in the
resurrection”, (and
please listen to this),
“WHEN MY DAYS IS
FINISHED and I've done
my best, IF I be God's
servant”, (simply meaning
that what he now says will
most surely come to pass):
“God will raise Him up
ANOTHER MAN in that
day WHEN I'M GONE.”
(Did you hear that, or are
you stone deaf?!) “So
there's no need of me
setting something
around my theology; is
me to live IN WHAT
L I G H T ” , ( I N W H AT
MEASURE OF BIBLE
LIGHT) “I HAVE, and
wait… on God.” (Now
listen to this): “For the
Next Generation to come,
He'll have A MAN THERE
when That Generation
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comes up. Amen.” Which
gives us another Carrier of
the Baton or Torch of the
Light of Jesus Christ, a
subsequent Standard
Bearer, in the Second
Junction of Time for the
Universal Bride of Christ,
who is the Chief Apostle
Paul of our day! Why is this
so? Brothers and sisters, it
is simply because we are
looking squarely at God's
Logistics for the Universal
Bride to attain
R E V E L AT I O N A L
COMPLETENESS!
Because the Full
Revelational Stature of
Jesus Christ is going to be
expressed in the Elect
Bride, so that we can
characterize Jesus Christ
in the Fullness of ALL his
divine attributes, that we
might showcase Jesus
Christ on a level the world
has never seen before!
Therefore, and as Brother
Branham just declared:
“For the NEXT
GENERATION to come,
He'll have A MAN there
when That Generation
COMES UP.” And the man
is to do exactly what? He is
to Carry or “Take The
Message ON”, to Lift the
Word Bride higher in the
Revelational Measure of
her divine understanding,
because we have a set
height that we are
foreordained to reach, a

Revelational Standard that
the Message of Elijah did
not touch! That is the very
reason Brother Branham
pointed forward in the two
quotes we just considered,
to a successive Lead
Ministry, a successor
Scribe, A Carrier of the
Bible Light of Jesus Christ,
FOR THE MESSAGE OF
JESUS CHRIST IS ONE,
AS THERE IS ONLY ONE
TRUE BIBLE MESSAGE!
So, just how can you
w i l f u l l y, a n d o u t o f
foolhardiness, claim that
Brother Branham preached
everything the Universal
Bride needs to
attain Revelational
Completeness?! When by
his own plain admission,
and by the content of his
Message, he did not have
the Full Measure, which
was the very reason he
pointed Forward?! It just
does not make sense! For
any man to make such
wilful claims, false claims,
claims that amount to wilful
unbelief, that Brother
Branham preached it ALL,
that everything we need
are in the sermons book
and tapes of the Prophet, is
the height of total disregard
and utter disdain for the
Holy Word of God! That is
hogwash, and a blatant lie
of the devil, the spirit of the
Antichrist! Church, we must
know that the Book of
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Revelation was written to
the Gentile Bride, and not
to the Jews! Moreover, God
will not send us such
great and astounding
revelations, extremely
deep and rich revelations,
precious and glorious
prophetic revelations, just
to occupy space in the
inspired Holy Bible, without
a people possessing the
divine understanding of
EVERYTHING that it
contains, somewhere
down the road! If we were
not meant to understand it,
the Lord would not have
sent it to us in the first
place, for as it is clearly
written in Romans
Chapter 15, verse 4: “For
whatsoever things were
written aforetime WERE
WRITTEN FOR OUR
L E A R N I N G, t h a t w e
through patience and
comfort of The
SCRIPTURES might have
hope.” Again, it is also
written: “… The Wise
Shall Understand”! (Dan.
12:10). As we have stated
before, and as we must
continue to reiterate, the
Apocalypse was not written
to the Jews, even though
there are many prophetic
things stated therein that
relate or pertain to the
Jews, the Lord giving us
Gentile Bride Elects, the
privilege of having
prophetic insight into ALL
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that is to take place on
earth, right here at this End
Time! Nevertheless, the
absolute and irrefutable
fact remains, that this
Prophetic Book was not
written to the Jews; it was
written exclusively to the
Gentile Bride! Period!
Therefore, we are meant to
understand it, and it is
certain that we shall
understand it! AND AS A
MATTER OF FACT, AS
THE WISE VIRGINS OF
JESUS CHRIST IN THIS
LAST AGE, WE DO
UNDERSTAND IT, FOR
WE HAVE THE LIGHT OF
THIS GREAT PROPHETIC
BOOK! Now deny that, but
your denial cannot take
away our deep revelational
understanding of this great
prophetic Book, which the
Lord has so graciously
given to us at this
Evening Time!
Church, as we stated
earlier, the Prophet to this
Age only went into the Book
of Revelation to a measure,
thereby opening the
revelatory door into this
Book for the Bride of Christ,
and with his demise, the
Lord anointed another man
in his Lead Ministry
position, Raymond
Jackson, the Chief Apostle,
and he led us Further into
this Book of Prophecy. He
gave us the revelation of

the Seven Trumpets, and
the Seven Vials, though it
was only to a measure, a
very great measure, and he
also Unveiled the New
Jerusalem, among many
other Truths in this
Prophetic Book. He was
used by the Lord to Lift the
Universal Bride of Christ to
a greater revelatory
plateau, than we attained
through Brother Branham,
and on December 4, 2004,
the Lord called him home.
Hence, the Fountain of
Ever-Flowing Revealed
Truth that was opened up at
Faith Assembly, under his
Chief Apostolic Lead
Ministry, which made Faith
Assembly the Lighthouse,
the Water Source, was shut
down! Nevertheless, the
fact remains that that man
was used to dust the Holy
Bible, from the Book of
Genesis to the Book of
Revelation, bringing clarity
and depth to the Message
of Jesus Christ of the Holy
Bible! His revelation did not
come out of the blues, and
it was not from his own
human intellect either! No!
It was ALL from the Holy
Bible, for they are ALL
completely Bible based,
designed to give us a true
understanding of the Word!
Church, as the Successor
Householder Scribe, he
possessed every iota of
Truth that Brother Branham
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came with, being Old
Truths in his hour of time,
apart from the fact that he
also brought New Truths.
Through his Ministry Input,
saints of God, we left the
Branham Movement way
behind, as chattering
squirrels, running around
on the ground, whilst as
Eagles, we are evermounting the clouds of
divine scriptural revelation!
Because the Spirit of the
“Flying Eagle” IS STILL
FLYING, and we are
powered by the Flying
Eagle Anointing! The
Anointing we have
received in this Last Age, is
the Anointing of “A Flying
Eagle”, and not A
Stationary Eagle, but an
Eagle that is in motion, in
perpetual revelatory
motion! Why is it
perpetually in motion? It is
on account of the
provisions of Proverbs
Chapter 4, verse 18, which
plainly declares: “But the
path of the Just is as the
Shining Light, that
Shineth MORE and
MORE…”, and it can only
“Shine MORE and
MORE”, because we have
a revelational standard that
we must obtain, and a
revelational height that we
will attain! Brothers and
sisters, we are going
somewhere with this
message. By the time
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Brother Jackson passed
away in December 2004,
however, what a Light that
man had borne! What a rich
and marvellous
understanding of the Holy
Scriptures he had given the
Universal Bride, ALL by the
Spirit of Christ! And what a
revelation that man bore!
Truly, HE PACKED THE
TRUTH, just as Brother
Branham had earnestly
desired! In his message on
24th March 1963, titled,
The Seventh Seal,
paragraph 373, Brother
Branham prayed to God,
setting forth a highly
instructive scriptural
thought, plainly saying:
“Then, Lord, I pray that
You'll help me. I'm
beginning to fade away,
Lord. I know my days
can't be too many more.”
(Which was a fact, as his
death, which took place
exactly two years and nine
months later, would soon
prove)! “And I pray that
You'll help me, to let me
be true, Lord, and honest
and sincere, that I might
be able TO BEAR the
Message AS FAR AS IT'S
ORDAINED FOR ME TO
BEAR”, (Meaning, TO
THE MEASURE OR
EXTENT THAT GOD HAS
ORDAINED THAT HE
UNVEIL THE WORD).
“And when it comes to
the time that I must lay

down, and I get down to
the River, and the waves
begin to come in”, (to take
him home in death), “O
God, may I be able to
hand this old Sword over
to SOMEBODY ELSE
that'll be honest with It,
Lord, AND WILL PACK
THE TRUTH. Grant it,
Lord. And, until then,
help me to be strong and
h e a l t h y , a n d
courageous.” And indeed,
Raymond Jackson
PACKED THE TRUTH!
They can call him any
names they want to in the
Branham Movement, I care
less for that! The revelation
of the Holy Bible that that
man carried, the incredible
understanding of the
Message of the Holy Bible
he gave to the Bride, is
precisely what identifies
him! And let me tell you, I do
not care for Signs and
Wonders, although we
believe in Signs and
Wonders, because our God
is a wonder-working God!
But the crucial point is, the
False Anointed Ones at this
End-time, also have Signs
and Wonders in
abundance, and yet, they
are going straight to hell
with it! (Matt. 24:24; Matt.
7:21-23). Because the
greatest vindication any
man can have, is the
vindication of the Word of
God, for there is no
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vindication like the
vindication of the Word of
God! And if you doubt this
fact, and you think it is ALL
about miracles, then you do
not understand Matthew
24:24, because False
Anointed Ones have so
much of it, and yet, they are
only modern day Judases
and Balaams, Prophets for
hire; men who make
merchandise of the Word
of God, carrying nothing
but Anti-TRUTHS!
Moreover, if it were ALL
about miracles, then we
would have to admit
that John the Baptist, who
was Elijah in his day,
was not a True Prophet of
God, and we ALL know that
he was a True prophet of
God! I make this statement,
only because John the
Baptist did not even heal a
little headache, or a toothache, and neither did he
perform any miracle or
sign; but nevertheless, he
bore the revelation of Life
f o r h i s d a y, a n d h e
introduced the Promised
Messiah to the Nation of
Israel, having first laid a
solid foundation for the
Ministry of the Messiah!
(Isaiah 40:3). I do not know
what miracles Prophets
Isaiah and Jeremiah
performed, and yet, they
bore the mind of God for
their day! Are you listening
to me?! Saints of God, The
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greatest vindication any
man can have, IS THE
VINDICATION OF THE
WORD OF GOD, because
even heaven hangs on
the Word of God! And on
the Word of God also hangs
the honour and the integrity
of God, which is why the
Word of God cannot fall
to the ground; it just
cannot fail!
The material question now
is this: What are we going
to do with the rest of the
Mysteries of the kingdom,
and the Prophetic
revelations of Jesus Christ
that Brother Jackson, our
PAUL, was not used to
Unveil?! Because with the
Bride of Christ still being
here, and on the full
authority of Ephesians
4:13, we are still faced with
the absolute divine
requirement of attaining
“… unto the measure of
the stature of THE
FULNESS OF CHRIST”! A
scriptural fact which
demands that the Fountain
of Ever-Fresh and EverFlowing Crystal-Clear
Water of the Word, must
still keep flowing for the
Elect Bride, for her
thorough “washing of
water BY THE WORD”
(UNLIMITED), that she
might become “A Glorious
Church”, standing in
Christ's Perfect and

Complete Revelational
Image! (Eph. 5:26-27).
Therefore, the passing
away of the Second Scribe,
the Lord's Chosen Vessel
OF TRUTH, the Carrier of
the Blueprint of Gentile
Redemption, demanded
that God anoint yet another
man, the Third Scribe, to
carry the Revelatory
Standard, the Blueprint of
Gentile Redemption, to
Move the Universal Bride of
Christ Forward in The
LIGHT! It demanded the
Lord opening up the
Fountain of Ever-Fresh and
Ever-Flowing Crystal-Clear
Water of Life, somewhere
else, for the Elect Bride!
This brings us to the Third
and Final Revelational
Phase, giving us the Third
and Final Revelational
Level we have on our chart,
in this Laodicean Age,
through the Third Scribe,
the Lead Apostle JOHN.
This gives us nothing other
than the Apostolic Lead
Ministry of Continuity,
Climax, and Completion.
Brothers and sisters, you
cannot deny the scriptural
fact, that the balance of the
Prophetic passages we
have in the Apocalypse,
and the balance of the
Mysteries of the kingdom,
which neither Brother
Branham nor Brother
Jackson touched on,
needed to be Unveiled, that
Ref. No.: 11-06-2019
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we might appropriate the
Complete Prophetic Light
OF JESUS CHRIST! This is
apart from the scriptural
fact that certain issues
which the earlier Two
Scribes Unveiled, were
Unveiled only to a fold, only
to a measure, an
incomplete measure, thus
requiring that the Bride
possess the total balance.
This is even aside from the
fact that the Two Previous
Scribes, also taught on
issues that constitute what
we call, “Boxed
Revelations”, things they
taught ahead of the true
hour of their divine
Unveiling, not to talk about
Mysteries and Prophetic
Revelations that they did
not touch at ALL in the Holy
Scriptures! These are ALL
Bible issues that needed to
dealt with, bringing total
depth and absolute clarity,
to the revelation of the
Bride! Do not forget, that to
reject the Further Unveiling
of the prophetic revelation
of Jesus Christ contained in
the Book of Revelation, is
to reject Jesus Christ, and it
is to incur death in the Lake
of Fire! Revelation Chapter
22, verses 18-19 clearly
provides: “For I testify
unto every man that
heareth the words of the
prophecy of THIS BOOK,
If any man shall ADD unto
these things”, (by
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teaching what it does not
say), “God shall add unto
him the plagues that are
written in this Book: And
if any man shall TAKE
AWAY from the words of
the Book of this
prophecy”, (by ignoring,
or by rejecting, or by
denying the application of
any of its Truths), “God
shall take away his part
out of the Book of Life,
and out of the Holy City”,
(the New Jerusalem), “and
from the things which are
written in this Book.” The
Apocalypse is the closing
prophetic revelation of
Jesus Christ to his Elect
Bride, and hence, Jesus
Christ placed an eternal
curse on ALL who will add
or take away from its
prophetic revelation! And
as I just stated, you can
take away, not only by
denying and rejecting its
Truths, but also by simply
ignoring the presentation of
its Truth; by not bothering to
find out, not caring to
understand precisely what
Jesus Christ is saying in
this Book, thereby making
its prophetic message
inapplicable, for you are
rendering it useless in its
application to your life! You
are implicitly (indirectly)
taking away from the words
of this prophecy, because
you are supposed to follow
the prophetic instructions

which Jesus Christ has
given by his Spirit to his
M y s t i c a l B o d y, h i s
Universal Church Body,
and to do what he says! The
material question is, just
how do you fulfill what you
do not understand?! How
can you follow the
instructions of something
which you have absolutely
No clue about, something
which you are totally
ignorant of?! And if you are
ignorant of Christ's
prophetic revelation, it is
simply because Jesus
Christ is not dealing with
you in his Prophetic Light
by his Spirit! Full stop!
Because he promised in
John Chapter 8, verse 12:
“Then spake Jesus again
unto them, saying, I AM
THE LIGHT OF THE
WORLD: he that
followeth me SHALL NOT
WALK IN DARKNESS”,
(he shall not walk in Error or
Untruth; he shall not walk in
Ignorance of the Truth);
“BUT SHALL HAVE THE
LIGHT OF LIFE.” This is a
divine guarantee, IF WE
ARE TRULY WALKING
WITH JESUS CHRIST! So,
if you are ignorant or devoid
of the Truth that is laid out in
the Apocalypse, it is most
certainly because you are
just not walking with Jesus
Christ, regardless of what
you think about yourself,
regardless of what you feel,
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and regardless of what you
s a y, b e c a u s e y o u r
testimony amounts to
nothing, weighed against
the overriding testimony of
the Holy Bible, the Word of
God! So, when we look at
the Bible Restoring
Message of William
Branham, the First Scribe,
the Principal Scribe, there
are so many legitimate
Bible questions, questions
bordering on Truths that
are buried in the GOSPEL,
as well as in the
EPISTLES, and also in
THE APOCALYPSE, to
which his Message has
absolutely no answers!
Hence, they are legitimate
and crucial Bible questions
which the Branham
Movement cannot answer,
going through Elijah's
Entire Message, for the
simple fact that the
answers are not there, and
they are not in his
Message, on account of the
fact that he was not given to
unveil these things! Period!
In the same vein, brothers
and sisters, there are also
questions, Bible questions,
legitimate Bible questions,
which the Continuing
Message of Raymond
Jackson, the Chief Apostle,
also did not touch or
resolve, and this is so, for
the simple fact that he
was equally not given to
unveil these things! Period!
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And yet, the True Elect
Bride of Jesus Christ has a
stature, a divine
revelational stature that
she must attain, IF she is to
make “herself Ready”,
and be Acceptable to the
Bridegroom, our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ! We
have to talk of acceptability,
because that is precisely
what Ephesians Chapter 5
states, for it gives us the
precise acceptable state of
readiness, plainly declaring
in verse 27: “That he”
(Jesus Christ) “might
present it to himself A
GLORIOUS CHURCH, not
having spot, or wrinkle,
or any such thing; but
that it should be HOLY
a n d W I T H O U T
BLEMISH”! Which is the
very reason verse 26
already provides the
means, clearly stating:
“That he” (Jesus Christ)
“might sanctify and
cleanse it WITH THE
WASHING OF WATER
BY THE WORD”
(UNLIMITED), until she
attains “unto the measure
of the stature of THE
FULNESS OF CHRIST”!
(Eph. 4:13). So, if you want
to limit yourself only to the
measure of Light we
received as per December
1965, when Elijah passed
away, please suit yourself,
and enjoy; let us see where
you go with it! And if you

also want to limit yourself
only to the measure of Light
we received as per
December 2004, when the
Chief Apostle also passed
away, please, equally suit
yourself, and enjoy; let us
also see where you go with
it! For it is most obvious that
you are not looking at the
Divine Revelatory Chart,
which is The Divine
Revelatory Standard OF
CHRIST'S IMAGE, and
neither do you really care!
After all, it is not everyone
who professes the desire to
make it to the Rapture, that
is truly interested in making
the Rapture, for as the
idiom says: “Actions
speak louder than
words”! To the Branham
Movement, which
encompasses the Jackson
Movement, I say this: Your
horrible and stinking
attitude towards the
Present and Continuing
Light of the Word of Christ,
is so loud, that I just cannot
hear you! May I remind you
again of a key passage of
the Word of God,
conveying an absolute and
immutable Truth of Jesus
Christ, and that is Proverbs
Chapter 4, which records in
verse 18: “But the Path of
THE JUST”, (the Truly
Justified), “is as the
Shining Light, that
Shineth MORE and
MORE”, (getting EverRef. No.: 11-06-2019
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Brighter and Brighter),
“unto the Perfect Day”,
(when we see Christ)! This
Scripture gives us an EverIncreasing Measure of
Light, an Ever-Increasing
Intensity in the Light of
Jesus Christ, UNTIL We
obtain Revelational
Completeness! Because
our ability to be conformed
to Christ's Full Image,
hangs upon our following
him in his Progressive
Light, his Present and
Continuing Light of the Holy
Scriptures, growing “From
glory to glory”, or “From
Faith to Faith”, which is
from revelation to
revelation! For that is
how we are changed into
the same image
systematically, by the
Spirit of God!
Brothers and sisters, just
look at the comprehensive
revelational provisions of
Ephesians Chapter 3,
verses 18-19, for it gives us
another perspective, a
beautiful rendition of the
very Truth that we are
presenting in this message,
titled, Revelational
Completeness. However,
for a necessary
background, we will take it
from verse 14, and it
records: “For this cause I”
(Saint Paul) “bow my
knees unto the Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ, Of
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whom the whole family in
heaven and earth is
named, That He” (God)
“would grant you,
according to the riches of
His glory, to be
strengthened with might
by His Spirit in the Inner
Man; That Christ may
dwell in your hearts BY
FAITH”, (which is by
DIVINE REVELATION);
“that ye, being Rooted
and Grounded in Love”,
(Divine Love), “May be
able to COMPREHEND
with ALL saints”, (with
whom we are expected to
come in The Unity of The
Faith, in the knowledge of
the Son of God, unto the
measure of the Revelatory
Stature of the Fullness of
Christ, knowing precisely)
“what is The Breadth”,
(which is the whole
Expanse or Width), “and
Length”, (the Entire
Length), “and Depth”, (the
Revelatory Depth), “and
Height” (of the Full
Revelation of Jesus
Christ); “And to know the
love of Christ, which
passeth knowledge, that
ye might be Filled with
ALL THE FULNESS OF
GOD” (THAT IS
INVESTED IN JESUS
CHRIST, who is the visible
and complete spiritual
image of the invisible God)!
Do not forget that Jesus
Christ is the Full Revelation

of God to man! So, saints of
God, we can ALL clearly
see that Ephesians 3:1819, is not saying anything
different to what Ephesians
4:13 is telling us, for we are
expected to know the
depth, and the height, and
the width or breadth, and
the length of Christ! And do
you know what this
description gives to us? It
gives us the description of a
cube, a perfect square, a
four-dimensional image,
and this revelatory thought
or projection, takes us
directly to Revelation
Chapter 21, to the New
Jerusalem, which is
prophetically described
and configured as a
square, a perfect cube!
H a v i n g s p o k e n
prophetically about the
H o l y C i t y, t h e N e w
Jerusalem, which is “the
Bride, the Lamb's Wife”,
in a very deep and complex
prophetic imagery, in
verses 9-10, now in verse
16, the Holy Bible provides:
“And the City Lieth
FOURSQUARE, and the
Length is as large as the
Breadth: and he
measured the City with
the reed, Twelve
Thousand Furlongs.”
(Now listen to this): “The
length and the breadth
and the height of it ARE
EQUAL.” This gives us
nothing but the shape of a
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cube, a square, and not
that of a pyramid, but only a
cube, a perfect square! And
why is the New Jerusalem
conveyed or portrayed as a
cube, lying Foursquare?
Saints of God, the very fact
that the length, and
breadth, and height of it are
ALL equal, giving us the
shape of a cube, a perfect
square, speaks of
Completion and Perfection!
Because when you have a
perfect cube, you cannot
add to it without disfiguring
it, and neither can you take
away from it, without also
marring it, for you will uncube it; you will mar it!
There is a perfectness to
the shape of a cube, which
is why you cannot add to a
cube, for if you do, you will
disfigure it; and you also
cannot take away from a
cube, for if you do, you will
equally destroy it. That is
why “the Bride, the
Lamb's Wife”, is
represented as
“Foursquare”, showing
not only that her numerical
constitution is complete,
but also that her revelation
is complete and perfect!
Therefore, there is nothing
more that is to be added,
and there is nothing that
can be taken away, for it
gives us Completion and
Perfection! Brothers and
sisters, there is going to
come a time of
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R e v e l a t i o n a l
Completeness, a time
when the written revelation
of the Royal Bride of Christ
will become PERFECT and
COMPLETE! Therefore,
when Apostle Paul spoke in
Ephesians Chapter 3,
verses 18-19, about the
Universal Bride
comprehending “what is
the BREADTH, and
LENGTH, and DEPTH,
and HEIGHT” (of the
Revelation of Christ); “And
to know the love of
Christ, which passeth
knowledge, that ye might
be filled with ALL THE
FULNESS OF GOD”, it is
to let us know in clear
terms, that there is a
Revelational Measure, a
Revelational Fullness of
Jesus Christ that we must
possess, that we must
obtain! This is in order to be
part of the Living Saints
who will make up the Elect
Royal Bride, because at the
End, and as it is written in
Haggai Chapter 2, verse 9:
“The Glory of this Latter
House SHALL BE
GREATER than of the
Former, saith the Lord of
hosts: and in this place
will I give peace, saith the
Lord of hosts.” Think
about that!

clarity, that until the Bride of
Christ comes to
R e v e l a t i o n a l
Completeness, God has
to continue to move on in
the Unveiling of His Word,
thus requiring an Anointed
Vessel OF TRUTH!
Consequently, when God
took Brother Jackson away
in December 2004, it
opened the door for a
Takeover Apostolic Lead
M i n i s t r y, a n d t h a t
Successor Lead Ministry, is
also the First Fruit of
Brother Jackson's Chief
Apostolic Ministry. For
since Elijah handed us over
to the Beginning Office of
the Apostolic Fold of the
Ephesian Ministry, which
was that of Apostle PAUL,
“The Apostle of the
Gentiles”, we were
Restored to Apostolic
Days! Therefore, the
Takeover Lead Ministry
from the Chief Apostle of
this End-time, can only
come from the Apostolic
Fold, and he can only be
another Apostle, and that
gives us none other than
the Apostle JOHN of this
End-time, the Third Scribe,
the Third Householder
Scribe. And if I may ask,
exactly what does this
make John? Being the
Third and Final
Brothers and sisters, I have H o u s e h o l d e r S c r i b e ,
laid ALL of that out to let you makes JOHN a Minor
see with absolute scriptural Messenger (Mnr. Msgr.),
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to this Laodicean Age, just
as we have laid it out on our
chart! May I reiterate that
the passing away of
Raymond Jackson, the
Second Scribe, the Chief
Apostle, the Carrier of the
Blueprint of Gentile
Redemption, required that
the Lord would anoint
another man to carry the
Revelatory Standard, the
Blueprint of Redemption, in
order to Move the Universal
Bride of Christ Forward in
The LIGHT! For the Lord
had to open up the
Fountain of Ever-Fresh and
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Ever-Flowing Crystal-Clear
Water of Life, somewhere
else, for the Elect Universal
Bride, having shut down
the Fountain of Revealed
Truth that was opened up at
Faith Assembly, through
the Ministry of the Chief
Apostle! Saints of God, this
brings us to now consider
the Third and Final
Revelational Phase, which
gives us the Third and Final
Revelational Level, under
the Third Scribe, John, the
Lead Apostolic Ministry of
Continuity, Climax, and
Completion, for the

thorough washing of the
Royal Bride, “with the
washing of water BY THE
WORD” (UNLIMITED).
Brothers and sisters, we
are going somewhere with
this message, titled,
R e v e l a t i o n a l
Completeness. We will see
precisely why, and exactly
what the end objective is.
Shall we bow our heads in
prayer. (Brother Amos
prayed).
The Lord bless you.
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The Threefold Mystery of The Seventh Seal (March 2013)
Sin Lieth At The Door (April 2013)
The Present Day Identity Of The Serpent (June 2013)
Doors In Door (July 2013)
Ezekiel 38 And 39 Battle - A Revisit (August 2013)
The Apostolic Ministry: Timothy And Titus. (September 2013)
The Application of Types And Shadows (Principles Of Types And Shadows) - Parts 1 & 2 (Oct. - Dec. 2013)
The Application of Types And Shadows (The Wilderness Experience) - Part 3 (January 2014)
The Application of Types And Shadows (Who Is This Melchizedek?) - Parts 4 & 5 (Feb. - Mar. 2014)
The Seven Spirits Before The Throne (April 2014)
God In The Laodicean Age: The Year 2005 - Parts 1 & 2 (June 2014)
The Input Of Ham (July 2014)
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Our Convention dates for 2022 is as follows:
November Convention: 17th - 20th, 2022.

NOTE: Our email address has changed.
All are welcome to the meetings. If you need more information, or if you
have any questions or any comments, please feel free to contact us. All
correspondence should be addressed to:
pastorbft@yahoo.com
For those who prefer to write, our postal address is at the bottom of this
page. We look forward to hearing from you.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

The Foundation Of The Five Fold Ministry, Parts 1&2 (January 2007).
The Foundation Of The Five Fold Ministry, Part 3: The Uniqueness Of The Ministry (January 2007).
The Foundation Of The Five Fold Ministry, Parts 4&5: Testing For Faithfulness (January 2007).
Locating God: The Visitation Of God, Parts 1&2 (February 2007).
Affinity With Evil (February 2007).
Where Are We? (February 2007).
The Way Forward (February 2007).
The Plot, Parts 1 - 4 (March 2007).
The Seven Thunders In Relation To The Five Fold Ministry, Parts 1&2 (March 2007).
The Jewish Connection, Parts 1& 2 (April 2007).
The Third Pull (June 2007).
The Third Pull, And The Three Steps Into The Rapture (June 2007).
The Angel Of The Seventh Seal (June 2007).
They Came To Present Themselves, Parts 1&2 (July 2007).
The Invitation (July 2007).
The Promise To The Overcomer, Parts 1-3 (July 2007).
The Manifestation Of The Sons Of God (July 2007).
A Woman Rises In America (July 2007).
The Prophetic Ministry Of William Branham, Parts 1-4 (August 2007).
The Three Scribes (September 2007).
Ministerial Irresponsibility (September 2007).

Directory contd. in the inner cover.

Mobile.: +234-7060406157, 09082709737.

